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CONDITIONS YeRE
ARE

Country Will Have to Anarchy and Riot Reign Supreme
and Every Man's Hand Is Lifted
Temporarily Reduce Activities
Against Ms Neighbor-Mika- do
Until Capital and Credit
Encourages Continual
Facilities Are
Disorder.
Restored.
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New York, August 22. Jacob H.
Schlff, the banker, who ls at Bar Har.
bor. Maine, Is quoted in a published
interview- on the financial and busi-
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SAFE BLOWER SET
FIRE TO STORES

ness outlook as saying:
"To blame the federal administration for the difficulties in which we
find ourselves in both thoughtless arid
unjust. Even If the excesses which
the great prosperity of recent years
nas naa in us wane, nad been permit
ted to continue unchecked.
before
long the situation would have developed probably far more difficult
and serious than the crisis through
which we are now passing.
Itesult of Development.
"In the first Instance, it Is the
result of the tremendous railroad, Industrial and commercial development
of the last ten years, which has
brought about a capital requirement
largely in excess of the ability of the
country to supply. Europe, flndlnt
Itself in a similar position, has been
unable to extend us any credit or to
place at our disposal surplus funds,
such as has been its wont to Invest
so largely . In American securities in
times of depression. Moreover It has
been to, a great extent overlooked
war and
that the Russian-Japanes- e
San Francisco earthquake have destroyed an enormous amount of
wealth, which sooner or later, had to
make itself felt, nor has the fact that
both Japan and Chira have ' now
Into competition for the surplus wealth of the world, been given
sultlclent attention. No other remeo
for this state of affairs appears to be
possible than at loast Umporarjr reduction in our activities until the
country's capital and credit facilities
have again reached t. point sulllclent
for its volume of buslaoia.
n--

DYNAMITERS ARE CAUSE TOOK ONLY HALF HOUR USEO HEAT CLEAVEIf TO
OF REIGN OE

TO RESTORE

BOARD
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Consuls Itecnllcd.
San Sebastian, Spain, August 22.
Count de Allende Salazar, tne foreign
minister, has announced that Great
Britain, France, Germany and Spain
have Instructed their respective consuls at Fez to leave, together with
their countrymen, when they adjudge
the situation, to be dangerous.

DESPERATE

He Believes

T

OLOJATE
SECRETARY STEALS

Missouri Grand Jury Is Prob- Complaint Was Barely Filed Demand of Woman For Set
ing Wrecking of SevBefore Favorable Action
tlement Precipitates
Was Taken.
eral Stores.
General Riot.
"P. C. COMPANY" IS

DID NOT
TWO PARTICIPANTS ARE
WANT INVESTIGATION
SERIOUSLY INJURED

RAILROAD

TITLE OF NEW GANG
Springfield. Mo., August 22. A
special session of the grand Jury was
convened at Linn Creek, Camden
county, today for the purpose of investigating the depredations of the
secret gang that has been terrorizing
residents for the past three mouths.
Judge Angus Cox of Bolivar, ls a:
Linn Creek and in his instructions
to the grand Jury, today, he asked
that a thorough investigation be
made of the outrages and that everything possible be done to bring the
guilty parties to Justice.
The convening of the grand Jury
In Camden county is the result of
the visit of Judge Cox to Linn Creek
two weeks ago when complaints were
made to him that a secret organization known as the "P. C." company
had wrecked several houses and
places of business in different parts
of the county and had sent warnings
to others that unless they left the
county their lives would bo endangered and their homes destroyed.
Members Unknown.
While the members of the gang of
dynamiters are not known it is stated
that evidence will be placed in the
hands of the grand Jury that may result In the indictment of several people under suspicion.
Although excitement runs high in
Camden county and some live in
dread of what next the ''P. C." company may resort to, those who have
been victims of Its vengeance have
promised to tell all they know to the
Inquisitorial body.
The
citizens of the county have promised
the authorities all the assistance pos-

Wamego, Kan., August 22. A fire
in a hardware store In
the small town of Louisville, three
miles north of Wamego this morning, destroyed six buildings In the
BOTH
heart of the town. After the fire was
put out it was discovered that the
In the Vermillion
safe
Hardware
OFF BY UN
store had been blown open with
dynamite.
The safe contained only
papers and a small amount of mon- sible.
not been ascertained just
Trinidad, Colo.. August 22. Grutto ey. ItIs has
missing. It is believed that
Gartano, a helper in the Santa Ke what
fire
was
the
started either by tho ex- CONFERENCE
yards was yesterd.iy afternoon crush plosion or by
BETWEEN
the robbers to cover
ed bv the trap door of an ash pan iln lr
There is no clew to tho
under an engine. His right leg was identitywork.
of the robbers.
pinched off above the knee and th'
TAFT AND GARFIELD
left foot was amputated at the ankle
was
Injured
man
to
hurried
in
The
hospital, where both lees were ampu- BIG SIOUX INDIAN
tated. His condition Is critical and
Lexington, Ky., August 22. Sectlartan
his recovery is doubtful.
KILLED HIMSELF retary of the Interior Garfield, who
had climbed underneath engine .No.
was telegraphed by Secretary
Taft
ask box. The hostSS to dump thothinking
to come from St. Louts to meet him
he had comler. Guv Fuller,
re,
nlgnt
danWent
was
out
of
hi
last
and
arrived
late
and
pleted his work
Sioux Falls. S. D., August 22. Iie-- c
once to tho Klmdorf stock farm.
ger, started the engine. The helper
w ould
not at
uise his brother-in-laThe two held
was pinned between tho sharp edn'-o- share his home with himself
and a hero Tuft is a guest.
bed
of
til
track.
conference for some time but no
the door and the
bride and chop ml the wood, a Sioux statement
as to the
workmen
ls
obtainable
other
attracted
His cries
warrior named Kedheart. who residand the injured man was removed ed in the extreme northern portion matters discussed.
years
of
A public reception was given Secwith difficulty. He is St
near
reservation,
of the Rosebud
and has a wife and six children liv- White liver, committed suicide by retary Taft at the Phoenix hotel during i:i Italy.
ing the morning, at which hundreds
shooting himself.
It is one uf the few caes on record of democrats and republicans were
of a Sioux Indian ending his own life. present.
It A 1 WAU 1.1TWKKN
STKWIMIIP l.IXF.S Kedheart was well known among the
Taft spoke at
This afternoon
Berlin, August 22. A rate war in- whites residing In the southern part Wooillawn Park auditorium. He said
volving cabin passengers has broken of l.ymau county adjacent to the res- today that his speech is a messagepriucipaland dealt
southland
Out between the Cun.nd and German ervation, and has always been ac- ', to the
...
I4UITDIIVII.
counted a jovlak Indian.
lines In t lie North Atlantic service.
I' ..WilliI. i. laLD
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REVOLT

BEEN TOO GREAT

al

that broke out

OE MURDER AND

PRODUCTION HAS

STILL

Paris, August 22. An official note
Issued today announces that tseneral
Drude, commander of the French
force In Morocco, will when the reinforcements now on the way to
s
Casa Blanca reach him, have at
disposal five thousand men, which
number is considered to be sufficient
to Insure the protection of the town,
unless the unexpected happens, for
which emergency further reinforcements are ready to embark for Morocco at any time.
Put Moors to Flight.
Vice Admiral Philbert, commanding the French naval forces off Casa
Blanca, telegraphed that while the
Moors were advancing on the French
camp near Casa Blanca yesterday
under cover of a fog, the fog lifted
and permitted the French batteries
for a short time to shell the Moorish
troops with deadly effect.
At 2 o'clock in the afternoon. General Drude had moved forward his
field guns to a ridge situated about
four miles from the camp, whence he
shelled the Moors, who were then in
full flight eastward.
The situation elsewhere is practically unchanged. The report that Mu-lKafig, brother of the sultan, has
been proclaimed sultan lacks official
confirmation.
Situation Desperate.
In a telegram,
dated yesterday,
Vice Admiral Phllbert reports intermittent artillery tire at Oaja Blanca
both from the land and from the
sea, to keep the tribesmen back from
the town. Quiet prevails at the other
Morocco ports.
.The Figaro this morning declares
the
General Drude has telegraphed
minister of war asking for reinforcements.
The same paper publishes a
from Its correspondent at Casa
that
Blanca confirming the report
Mulai Hafig, brother of the sultan of
Morocco, was proclaimed sultan on
August 16 In the mosque at Morocco
City. This Indicates a revolt agnlnst
The
the Indecision of the sultan.
correspondent adds that a revival of
fanaticism Is bound to follow, and
Mulal Hafig will raise the green
banner of the prophet and be followed by hnlf the empire.
The situation of the French and
Spanish forces on shore, the correspondent concludes, Ls very serious,
and unless reinforcements are sent
they will be obliged to
Foolliardy Bravery.
Unde22.
Casa Blanca, August
terred by their great losses yesterday
estimated bv Jewish couriers at 2.000
dead, the Moors again advanced this
morning In a great semicircle with
the evident intention of enveloping
the city. The guns of the warships
began bombarding
the advancing
tribesmen.
The Arabs have delivered another
attack upon the French force under
outside
General Drude, encamped
this town, but they were routed with
very heavy losses.

IS LAUD

TODAY

New York Banker Gives Rea Japan Is Playing a Waiting
sons For Present ConGame to Obtain Control
ditions In Many
of Rapidly WeakenMarkets.
ing Nation.

THIS " V
.ONCE.

Held a Prisoner All Night In Hotel Continual Attacks by Savage
Tribesmen Are Telling On De
Room and Forced to Return
fenders But Reinforcements
Home Without ConferAre Now Enoute to Re
ring With Officials of
lief of Casa Blanca.
Company.
Denver, Colo., August 22. Sensational charges against a government
Inspector .to the effect that he distorted statements In an alleged con
fession made to him, and that he
held a man not under arrest as a
prisoner In a hotel all night, were
part of the testimony in the famous
Lost Spanish Bullion mine case yes
terday In the federal court.
George Du Bois. the aged prosper
tor who claimed to have been one of
the discoverers of the Lost Bullion,
and his son, Lee, the latter once su
perintendent of the property.
tooK
the stand and denied in great part the
confessions attributed to them by pos
tal Inspectors, and which resulted in
the fraud charged against the owners
of the mines.
Du Bols, the elder, claimed that
his confession was made under duress, the Inspectors,
he alleged,
threatening Immediate arrest unless
he made it. The con explained his
confessions differently.
He said he did make statements
when being
to Inspector McComic,
examined. "But," he said, "the Inspectors asked a little question, then
wrote a long while on a typewriter,
The answer were not read to the
witness, so that he did not know
whether his words were toeing correctly recorded." Du Bois disputed a
jarge part of the contents of the two
statements said to have. been made
Jby him In February.
'Progress' Letter Read.
Toward the close of the examina
Du Bols denied that he evcr re
tion
ceived a suggestion or letter from any
of the other defendants asking him
as superintendent to write strong let
ters each week such as would help
Judge Lewis here
in selling stock.
interposed and compelled the Intro
C. 1
duction of one letter in which
D'l
Blackburn, a stock broke.-- ,
Bois that his progress lemr, snow
ing results at assays ard ths dump
found was very satisfactory Black
burn asked for a "progress" letter
each week, saying they helped in get
ting out literature and selling stock
Statement.
Young Du Hols admUied receiving
this letter, but declared tha "pro
gress letters sent out by him were
based on fact. He sail to took the
word of an assayer named Chase,
sent by the company in mak astays
and founded the report jn then:. Du
Bois devoted considerable of his testimony to denial of his alleged statement to MeCo.n'.s. in which it s
claimed he said that the returns from
the Lost Bullion were exaggerated for
the purpose of selling stock.
I'iiKllnir Hie Mine.
Du Bols says that a friend told the
tradition of the m'ne to him. Others
repeated the story, and finally, Du
Bois says, the Indian appeared who
knew most about the tradition, unt
Indian assisted In the search, and
one day George Du Bols, father of
the witness, ran across the monu
ment. situated near the workings
Soon after the exploration of the un
derground workings was commenced
and the Lost Bullion Mines company
was organized.
Ijncked in Hotel Itooai.
George Du Bois, who found the
abandoned mine, occupied the witness
His
stand all yesterday morning.
story dealt with the methods of the
postal inspectors In forcing a con
He
fesslon by threatening arrest.
says he was held a prisoner over
night In the Shirley hotel by lie
Comic, who locked him in. There
was a telephone In the room, but the
old prospector says he was too fright
ened to use it to can up nis menus.
The next day, he says, he was re
leased, after he had promised to g
bark to Silver City without conferring
Bullion owners or any
with the
of their attorneys.
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REMAINS DESPERATE

IF HE DID NOT TELL

FORECAST

Denver, Col., August 21Lo-ca- l
Showers tonight, Friday Fair.

DEPRESSION CAUSED BY CHINA

BY FRENCH

UNDER

DURESS

Neb.,
Lincoln,
August 22. Just
thirty minutes after Secretary Whit-teof the commercial club, had tiled
a protest with the state railway commission against an advance from 2h
cents to 40 cents in the minimum
charge on small shipments
on the
Burlington railroad, he was Informed by Secretary Perkins, of the commission, that the rates had been put
back. The advance was made effective August 19, but news of it reached the club today. The commission
immediately demanded a reason for
the advance and the local agents uf
the road were Informed from Omaha
that the old rate would be restored.
Attempt to "Get Even."
The commission, at request of the
secretary of the commercial club
then withdrew his protest, since the
restoring of the old rate was all that
he desired.
There has been a disposition on tho
part of the roads of Nebraska to "get
even" with the state for the passage
of the two cent law, this being one
of the first sUe to adopt such a
measure.
commercial
The various
nd shipping bodies of the stale are
closely watching rates and every unfair discrimination is being promptly looked Into.
n,
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St. Louis. August

22.

By a de
of a board

maud for the payment
Muga started a
bill, Mrs. Frank
fight among twenty men last night at
Ben Bow City, Ills., a settlement
north of here, which resulted in a
crushed skull for Steven Nermlt, and
the urm of Chas. Gonlck being al
most severed by a cleaver.
When Mrs. Muga demanded that
Nermlt pay a bill of four weeks
standing, they got into a struggle.
Her husband went to Mrs. Muga's
assistance and a general melee fol
lowed.
It Is claimed that Muga
seized a meat cleaver and wielded it,
crushing Nermit's skull and almost
cutting oft Gonlck's arm. Muga was
arrested.
Illootly Scrap.
Officers who visited the scene of
the riot state that the boarding house
resembled a slaughter pen, indicating
that blood flowed freely, but of all
the number who are implicated as
huvlng been in the scrap, only the
two named are known to be badly
hurt. Black eyes and swelled heads
are noticeable In the colony, Mrs.
Muga being one of the sufferers from
these causes.
Nermltt claims that she called him
evil names and insinuated that he
her of her
intended to defraud
money.
U.

S. CRUISERS
JAPANESE

Philadelphia.

Pa., August

22.

$2010

FROM UNION

Chicago, August 22. Through the
defalcation of a trusted secretary-treasure- r,
the milk wagon drivers'
union, one of the strongest labor organizations In Chicago, has. It Is alleged, been plunged from affluence to
temporary poverty. By means of
duplicate books and Juggling of various accounts, the official,
it Is
charged, secured In the course of a
year, possession of all the union's
funds,
something
over
IliO.iloO.
Where the money has gone, whether
spent or invested in such a manner
that part of it may be returned, the
1700 members of the union are hoping to learn.

OFFICIAL SAYS HE
WILL CONFESS

n,

-e.

He declared boldly that he had In
mind for years Hie overthrow of the
Manchus. and added bitter words
about Japan.
upon a plot of
A crowd sto-ground some -- 00 yards square, enclosed on three sides by a
wall
and on the other by a low building
of fantastic architecture.
On
the
steps of this building stood numerous
Chinese mandarins in official robes
of gorgeous silk and conical hats with
small
variously colored
buttons,
spheres of polished stone, on top.
Behind these otficials and all around
the wall stood crowds of blue and
d
Chinese. In the middle of the square knelt the unfortunate official, bound and almost nude,
his long pigtail held tautly out In
individual.
front by a sinister-face- d
Another figure stalked slowly towards
these two. He curried a hugo, shining, broad-blade- d
sword In his hund,
which he nourished dexterously. He
was the executioner. He came alongside of the condemned man, glanced
casually at the silent group of man- ot

white-clothe-

Johnstown, Pa., August 22. James
M. Shunaker. former superintendent
of the buildings and grounds at
who is Implicated by reports
of the capitol Investigation eonimls-sohas declared that he will make
a full confession of all he knows In
connection with the capitol scundal.
He claims that the manipulation of
funds was engineered by a high official of the state at Harrlsburg to
cover up a shortage in the state treasury.

Har-rlsbur- g,

n,

,,..'

(Continued on Vugo Four.)
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PORTS TODAY

New York. August 22. A dispatch
to the Herald from Yokohoina states
that tho American cruisers Pennsyl-

3

vlSt.

LEAVE

L

Driven to Desperation by
Hunger He Enlisted. Later
Becoming III.

.

Shanghai, August 22. China Is already nearer falling into the hands
of rapacious Japan than the rest of
the world imagines.
All that Japan wants ls trouble.
She wants rebellion to break out In
China. She is eager to see the dowager-empress
oft the throne, and sh
ls smiling In her voluminous sleeved
at the thought of the uprisings that
are sure to follow. She is doing all
she can to disrupt China now, and
she ls succeeding admirably.
In this she ls being nobly backed
by that huge society known to the
Kngllah-speakln- g
world variously as
the
the "revolutionaries," the "secret society men"
or the '"Boxers."
Local rebellions, riots, murdrt s and
piracies have been numerous in every
part of China for the past six months,
and they are increasing in number
every day, more especially In the
Yaivgtsze yalley.
Many cargoes of
guns have been imported, although
the government has captured some.
And Japan watches all this with
a smile, assists It, encourages It, almost openly fosters It, because sooner or later she intends to step in and
say to China. "This must not continue," and to the rest of the world.
"We are civilised. We understand
China. You need not concern yourselves. We will arrange everything."
Public Murder and Execution.
And she will.
She will swallow
China whole uulos she is, slopped by
one or more of the world powers.
To show the state of the agitation
In China, It Is hardly necessary to do
more than to mention the recent assassination of one of the most prominent Manchu officials by another Chinese official of high mark. The Manchu was a reactionary. He was hated
by the people.
His Excellency En MIn, the Man-el- m
governor of Anhui, visited the
government school at his capital,
Anklng, accompanied
by his staff.
Scarcely had he entered the courtyard when the assistant director of
prothe school, Taotai Hsu Ssl-Iiduced a Mauser repeating pistol and
opened fire on lie governor and his
suite. The governor was hit several
Sevtimes and subsequently died.
eral members of his staff were killed
there In the courtyard.
The Taotai
then armed some bO of his students,
erected a barricade and killed a number of soldiers immediately sent to
arrest him, and was himself finally
captured only after a desperate resisi-aiM.-
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vania, West Virginia, Maryland and
Colorado, which have been in Japanese harbors for six days, will leave
today for the United States via Honolulu. The American sailors on shore
leave in Yokohoma and Tokio were
well received.

Af-

ter a long search. W. A. Wright, a STRIKEBREAKERS
young artist of Dallas, Texas, w ho
has been missing for several weeks,
was found In a hospital at t lie naval
home last night.
Wright came to this city several

months ago hoping to find employment us an Illustrator on a magazine.
Suddenly his letters ceased and his
father asked the police to find him.
They failed and he came to this city
hlmelf ami appealed to the newspapers. The story was printed and
resulted In llnding the young man in
He said that
the marine hospital.
driven to desperation by hunger, he
corps and
enlisted in the marine
later became ill with rheuuialuui.

IN

Kvoleth, Minn., August 22. Eight
coach loads of strikebreakers arrived
hero last evening und it Is expected
that they will ull go to work today at
mine. As this
the Adums-Sprue- e
mine had approximately l.OOo men at
woik Monday of this week, the.
of these recruits will mean that
the mine will soon be turning over
rapidly ai before tho strike.
us
utti

ar-riv- ul
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'ALBUQUERQUE

PAfiR TWO.
western.

In order to get these cars

moved free over the connecting lines
the rond has permitted them to be

II

II

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT

loaded with coal and ties for points
along the Southwestern.
This is a
plan adopted by the Mexican CenIn
getting
equipment
Its new
tral
hauled over connecting
lines for
nothing, and the Swastika has followed suit.
John T. Cnlahan, general passenger agent for the Nickel Plate road,
with headquarters at Chicago, pail
Ticket Agent Harry Fonts a brief
call this morning. Mr. Calahan was
en route east on train No. 2 thM
morning and stopped in the city only
between trains. a e a
Mrs. William Tapp. wife of Engineer Tapp, and Mrs. Thomas Chown,
wife of Fireman Chown, of Las Veg
as, are in Albuquerque for a short

see

NEW SCHOOL FOR

APPRENTICES
STARTED
Believe Santa Fe Plan Will be

Old Machinists

Success.

,

22.
Topeka.
Old
Kans., Aug-- .
believe that the
time machinists
a
Santa Fe's project to establish
whool for apprentices with five
teachers and 126 pupils In this city,
will be a success.
The school will
be located in the old shop building.
It is the present Intention to have
the boys report here two or three
times every week where they will be
taught in the art of mechanical
drawing, practical
arithmetic and
The
the rudiments of mechanics.
will
ecbool hours
be from 7 to 9 a.
m., and from 1 to 3 p. m., after
which time they will report to the
various foremen and proceed with
their work, throughout the day.
The apprentice school will comprise machinist, blacksmith, boiler-make- r,
patternmaker, tinner, painter
uid all the metal working apprentices. There are at the present time
one hundred and sixty apprentices
In these departments In the
local

.shops.

May Bo Extended
The school will be started In the
local shops and as soon as it is under headway and In good working
order In the local shops the system
will be gradually extended to other
points on the system end in a short
time It is expected that there will be
schools organized In the shops nil
over the Santa
Including the
Fe
Gulf and Coast Lines.
This will afford all the boys who
are now working as apprentices In
the local Bhops a better opportunity
of learning the art of drawing and
will educate them to be good mechanics. At the same time It will
benefit the Santa Fe as the road
will in this manner acquire a better
class of mechanical workers.
The establishment of such an Institution in the shops of the system
Is a very expensive undertaking on
the part of the Santa Fe. In the local
shops alone it will cost in the neighborhood of thirty-fiv- e
thousand dollars every year.
At the same time that the school
Inducements ere offered to the apprentices the company will Increase
books,
their pay. All their text
mechanical drawing apparatus and
other articles will be furnished by
the company. This will enable the
company to get a good class
of
young men for apprentices and will
make them entirely Independent of
home or other outside methods of
support.
On Six Months Probation
All the apprentice employes are
taken with a six months probation
provision. If, at the end of that
time they show themselves to have
a mechanical turn of mind they are
kept and allowed to serve out their
apprenticeship. If they are lacking
in mechanical
instincts and show
strong qualities which could be utilized In other lines of service they
are cared for, otherwise they are
-

.

turned loose.
Evidences of good moral character
are required of all employes. Those
who are lacking in morals are not
wanted. The instructors will be required to look after this phase of
the life of the apprentices and will
not only look after the apprentices
from the standpoint of an instructor,
but will maintain as far as possible
fatherly and fraternal Interest in
the apprentice and help In this way
the pursuance of good healthy habits.

t

Inducements Offered
As an Inducement to the apprentof
ice to finish his apprenticeship
three years, the practice now in
vogue will be maintained. During the
first year the company holds back
five cents per day In ti.e pay of the
During the second year
apprentices.
ten cents is held back, and during
the third year fifteen cents is held
bask. When the apprentice finishes his three years this money which
is held back is returned to
him
together with the interest on the
amount at the rate of six per cent.
This gives the apprentice a neat little sum at the expiration
of his
time.
employes
sons
The
of Santa Fe
will be given the first chance to secure apprenticeships. However, ..ie
capacity of the schools In the shops
is expected to be large enough to accommodate others and anyone who
can satisfy the authorities of good
moral
character and
other requisites
probably
will
have a
chance.
years
-'
apprentlceWhen the three
In
ship In the shops
served the
former apprentices will immediately
be given positions as Journeymen
mechanics and will receive the same
wages as others irr then positions.
These employes will always remain
preferred employes of the system as

the men who have been made by the
Santa Fe will lie able to give thorn
better service nnd will be mechanics
skilled In the mechanical demands of
the Santa Fe.
IVsSF.X;l:lt TK A IN IS
KA I .l II Y KMIOKKR.
El Paso. Tex.. August 22. Hut for
the presence of mind and faithfulness to duty of a Mexican peon, the
southbound passenger
train on the
Mexican Central would have 1ren
passengers
wrecked and many
killed.
The peon, who Is employed by the
Central as a trackwalker, discovered
a broken rail on a curve twenty-on- e
miles north of the City of Mexico.
At once recognising
the danger
that the approaching train was in,
the Mexican seized his red danger
signal and sprinted up the track to
warn the trainmen.
He had gone
only a short distance when the southbound limited came in view and he
barely had time to flag It before the
broken rail was reached.
As soon a the passengers on the
trsln realized what the presence of
mind of the man had saved them
from, they gave him an ovation and
showered him with silver. Kven the
occupants of the second class cars
contributed liberally to reward their
countryman
who had saved their
lives.
The private car of J. A. Kaugle,
assistant to the vice president, was
attached to the train, and Mr. Xau-gl- e
personally thanked the man for
what he had done.
The train was
delayed two hours until the broken
rail could be replaced. It was on a
sharp curve, and if the trackwalker
had not discovered It in time the
limited would doubtlessly have been
ditched.
.NEW ORLEANS LOW GRADE
LINE TO HE 1MNE SOON
New Orleans, Ln., August 22. It
Is stated here that before
another
year has come the new
Oould line between New Orleans and
St. Louis will be put in operation,
thereby furnishing a route between
New Orleans and St. Louis
which
will be shorter by fifty miles than
ny existing line. The value of the
new line will be enhanced by the
fact that it will be practically without grade, reducing the cost of operation to the minimum.
The new line has been In course
years,
of construction for several
and so far as the Texas and Pacific
Rouge
Baton
between
of
the
line
end
Junction and Ferriday is concerned
baa been completed for more than
a year.
The construction was under the supervision of General Superintendent J. 13. Paul, of the
Louisiana lines, and a very fine road
has been built and ballasted. From
Ferriday north to St. Louis the construction work has progressed to
such art extent that it is believed the
for traffic
line will be opened
through between New Orleans and
St. Louis within six months.
The operation of the line will give
the Gould system one of the finest
properties In the country, so far as
freight-carryin- g
ability is concerned,
and with suitable equipment and service the road will be In a position to
furnish the quickest service between
New Orleans and St. Louis.
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low-gra-

e

.
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ROADS TO MAKE MONEY.

"We are running railroads for the
money we get out of them and not
for fun, and that is the reason why
Superintendent Tom Jones of the
Sacramento division was transplantsaid
ed in favor of another man,"
President E. H. Harrlman of the
Southern Pacific company In an InThe Mr.
terview In Sacramento.
Jones referred to is Thomas H. Jones,
formerly superintendent of the Tucson division, who was always regarded as an extremely able and reliable railroad man.
Harrlman had been asked the reason for the removal of Jones, who is
personally very popular In Sacramento and replied that it was because
Jones could not clean up the freight
congestion Which blocked that division and tied up freight
for all
points in California. Harrlman staled that, Jones might have been devoting too much time in becoming
popular and not enough to railroading. He said that freight congestion
ate up dividends and that the traffic must be got through at any cost
Harrlman stated that the removal
of Jones was merely an experiment
and that official had not been dis
charged from the services of the
company.

as

visit.

a

a

e

John Smith, the machinist who had
two fingers of his left hand mashed
on Tuesday while working at a lathe.
returned to work this morning. Smith
will suffer no permanent Injury as a
result of the accident.
a a a
Chief Clerk H. C. Herby Is expect
ed home tomorrow from an extended visit In the east. The clerks In
Mr. Herby's office will welcome the
return of their superior, as It will relieve some of them of extra work.
a a a
Chief clerk to the trainmaster. C.
Stuart
and wife, accompanied by
their son, Conductor P. Stuart and
wife, of Las Vegas, will leave th
first of next month for a trip to Toledo, O.

a

a

Dispatcher E. H. Smith and family
of Las Vegas, will leave for Pueblo
this evening, where Mr. Smith will
enter the employe of the Denver &
Rio Grande railroad.
e a a
Bert Smith, superintendent of tele
graph for the New Mexico division,
went to Romero this morning to look
after trouble caused by the llgntnlng
yesterday.
a a w
Conductor N. H. Cramer's wife and
daughter will leave Las Vegas for
Cincinnati, O., this week, where the
daughter expects to attend school.
a a
John Emmons has resigned his po
sition as file clerk at the local Santa
Fe offices and resumed his studies at
the university.
a a a
Willie Neher, recently a time keep
er at the American Lumber mills.
has accepted a clerical DoslUon at
the freight offices.
e e a
Mrs. Guy Logan and child are ex
pected from Hutchison. Kan., in a
short time to make their home in Las
Vegas.

a a

The Las Vegas boiler shops have
constructed an eighteen-foo- t
smoke
stack for the company hospital north
or me city.
a a a
Howell Jones, land attorney for
the Santa Fe, with headquarters at
lopeaa, la registered at the Alva- rado.
a a
Engineer Ed Sears, wife and daugh
ter, of Las Vegas, will leave this week
for a trip to Cincinnati, O.
a a a
Fireman Oonley has returned to
work on the second district after a
several days' lay off.
Endorsed by the County.
"The most popular remedy in Otse
the best friend of my
ramuy, writes wm. m. Diets, editor
and publisher of the Otsego Journal.
Gllbertsvllle, N. T., "is Dr. King's
New Discovery. It has proved to be
an Infallible cure for coughs and
colds, making short work
of the
worst of them. We always keep a
bottle in the house. I believe It to
be the most valuable
nrescrlDtlon
known for lung and throat diseases."
Guaranteed to never disappoint the
taker, by all druggists. Price 60c and
11.00. Trial bottle free.

go county, and
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NEW RANK IS ALMOST
READY FOR Rt'SINESS
Silver City, N. M., August 22.
(SiMvlaD
Frank R. Coon, who has
for some time been employed as assistant cashier In the American Na
tional bank of this city. returned
from Lordsburg yesterday where he
organized the First National bank of
Lordsburg. The capital stock of the
new bank has all been subscribed,
mostly by parties
at Lordsrtiurg.
The bank has already rented quar
s
ters and as soon
Its vault and fixtures are ready the new Institution
will open It doors for business.
At this season we should eat spar
ing and properly.
We should also
help the stomach as much as pos
by
use
of a little Kodol ocsible
the
casionally. Kodol for Indigestion and
Dyspepsia will rest the stomach by
actually digestion of the food Itself.
Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly & Co.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
'

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkofa Roofing

First and Marquette

Alboqtterqtse, New Mexico

O3OO00K30OOO0000
Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

R. . HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns as J Iroa
Fronts for Balldlnaa.
fropolro on Mining ond Mill Moohlnory m Bpoololty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
JUbuqaerq.ua, N. M.

9
cOtXsK)eoeKex)XeX0DeXeX0

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
S
PAINT Covers more, looks best, wears
the longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDING
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
PAPER Always In stock.
Paint. Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc
FIKST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALI1CQCERQTTE, NEW BtEX.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

Don't Ruin Your Best Horse Going for a Doctor
Bowel complaints arc always more or less prevalent during the Summer

months, and many a man has ruined his best horse going for a doctor
when 'some of his family was suffering from cramp colic or c holcra
(

morbus.

Be prepared for such an emergency.

Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy

a a

SWASTIKA LINE GETS
CARS 11 Vl'I.ED FREE
The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
PaciHc ruad. knwwn as the Swastika
route, has been receiving a large
shipment of new gondola cars from
the St. Louis Cttr company by wuy
of the Texas and Pacific and South

CO.

J. Korber & Co.

Cough Caution

iu

FURNITURE

n,

mYS
h ISI.ND
NEW FREIGHT

ENGINES
The Rock Island has placed an order with the Haldwin Locomotive
works fur thirty big freight engines
f"r use on the southwestern division.
These engines are of the same general type as the 1.600 class engines
now In use on the Rock Island, and
It is expected to have them In serKerer. polt)Te)ynTr poir toot lung. If yon vice in a short time. The ordes has
only
yotuhoula
eousb wo from a simple eolt
been placed some time and delivery
iw ys hml, soothe, sndetssths Irritated btw
expected within the next three
elrial tuft. Lkm't bltndlr suddmus ii with S is
engines will be
These
months.
1auo. It i itnuuts bow jnms thing
tupurjics
engines, the
finally eoma about, rot twenty year lis. Bboos known as 100 class
and the
cuoMantlr warned people not to tale cough difference between them
lu
being
In
use
present
ones
Opliun,
containing
that a
at
mixture
or pmcriptlotis
Chloroform, or similar oolanoi. And now a liftia few minor changes have been mude
though
on
it
the
"Put
lata
label, In the design.
Cuustwm
Cough Mixture." Good I
U poltoua are la yours;i
e e a
Verv suod Herarterfor liiverv reaaonxnnthera.
The natives employed In Old Albuandouiert, should insist on baying Dr. Suoop't
by
a epeclai
on Tuesday
Mo soiauo siarii on vt. bdoups querque
id van.
en none ui tfie medicine. elM it mint by agent from the local Santa Fe shops
tbels on
the labal. and tt'i not only isle, but It were put to work as machinist helpft eld to be by those that know It WM. a truly r ers. The machinists, especially
thos
snrkab!woiurh remedy, lake noaiianca then.
UtrUcularly with Your children. InlUon having who are trying for extra money unI'r.'Bhoop'i Cough Cure. Compare csrefslly th der the bonus system, are complainlr. Bhwip pedum with others and not the ing that they have been retarded In
Oirle euca. No potion luarfcs .there I You cad
their work for lack of assistants,
avaays be on
ski uoa by am tanning
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M'guel county a sufficient number of
oaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoo
names to constitute the grand una oaoaoooaoaoKcoaoacrOao
petit Juries for the ensuing term of
Don't Bs Deceived By Alluring Discounts-G- et
Our Net
the district court or nan Miguei
on
county, eomttipnelng
the third
Monday of November, the 18th day
Prices Before Buying-GA- SH
or PAYMENTS.
of the month.
L. Jaffa, brother of Nnllinn
Josenh
(X)OCXXXXXX)OOOOOOOOOOOOOOCX; i Jaffa, recently appoin'ed secretary
f
the territory, has been npp.'iintod
William A. Anderson, a Taos mer- acting
Nacashier of th. Ci'.Ueu's
chant, is a visitor In Santa Fe.
tional bank of itosw, i. in which NaL. S. Wilson, of Las Vegas, left than Jaffa has he a llr; i slil ii t.f
yesterday for a trip to Denver.
cashier since the establishment of the
Mrs. W. Williams, of Las Vegas, bank. This is subject to the action
Is the guest of relatives In this city. of the board of directors, who will
Miss Mary Robertson has returned undoubtedly confirm It.
Nathan Jaffa, after familiarizing
to her home In Las Vegas from a
himself yesterday somewhat with the
visit with relatives In Kansas.
Li
it'it this vi;kk.
of the office to which he has
duties
rted.otenils $1.50 and up; Chairs 50c and up; Steel Couches, $5
L. R. Ragln, of KI Pa.so, passed
some
meeting
appointed,
and
been
up;
and
Steel Springs 2 and up; Imported Gold Band Teas, $1 a set;
through the city yesterday en route
of the leading citizens and officials
Imported Gold Hand Dinner Plates 85c; Art fuares $3.60 and up;
to Las Vegas.
city, left Santa Fe yesterday
of
the
Hefrlgerators
to close out at cost; Carpets 2Cc yard and up; MatMrs. Thomas TSeckman and daughDenver, where he will remain
tings 15c yard and up.
ter, of Las Vegas, left yesterday for for
family and visit relatives
with
his
a visit In the east.
until the end of the month when he
Miss Bertha Wilson, of Las Vegas, will return and aRsume the duties
loft today for Denver, where she will of the otilce of secretary of the terbe wedded tomorrow.
ritory.
West End Viaduct
According to a late telegram reVegas
Robert Turner, a former
boy, Is In the Meadow City from Fort ceived by Chief of Police Inos.
aoaoecotKecoeoeoeoaoeoeo oeoeoeoeoecceosxjaofxjeu
Eddie .Merriman, the young
Smith, Ark., visiting friends.
taken from train No. I yes'.er-da- y
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hetzler left man morning,
Ikl not steal 'r in his
Las Vegas this afternoon for a trip father as he himself
stated, but stole
to Warsaw, Ind.. where
they will from one J. F. Hartaook.
The camvisit for some time.
by
Merriman are
era lens stolen
Attorney A. A. Jones, chairman of valued at $165. The Instructions from
the democratic territorial central Los Angeles are to hold Merriman
committee, has returned to his Las by all means, without bond, until an
Vegas home from Denver.
California
officer can arrive from
Miss May Hazeldine. of Albuquerwith the necessary documents to take
que, Is a guest at the Palace hotel In him there.
The sad news reached the city on
Santa Fe. She expects to remain in
Wednesday of the death of Katherlne
the capital for a couple of weeks.
Sellnger and
Mrs. Henry
two Lane Klner. only daughter of J. M.
of
daughters, of Las Vegas, left yester- Klner of Silver City, and cousin
W. S. and Ralph Klner of this place,
day afternoon for a trip to Topeka, says
the Silver City Independent. The
where they will visit for some time.
event occurred at the Ravenwood Eclipse Wind Mills, LightningHay Presses, Walter A. Wood
Mrs. I. K. Lewis and son, I. K. sad
Chicago, on Friday, August
hospital,
Lewis. Jr., and daughter, Miss MaMowers and Binders, Bain and.Old Hickory wagons
owing to the telegraphers'
mie, have returned to Las Vegas from 9th, but
the news had to be sent by
a two months' visit in Los Angeles, strike
ALL KINDS VEHICLES
letter and did not reach here until
Cal.
Wednesday morning. The deceased
Mrs. A. M. Blackwell and son, Mrs. who was about 15 years of age, was Write ns for
ALBUQUEROUE
N. W. Holland and Miss M. Holland a very beautiful girl and the Idol of Catalogue and Prices
NEW MEXICO
of St. Louis, returned to Las Vegas her father's heart. She left here to
this morning from a stay at the El attend a girl's school In Chicago and
Porvenlr.
was taken ill with scarlet fever about
The Great Pawnee Bill Wild West the middle of April. She recovered
J. D. E&kta, President
Chsi. Mellnl,
show will exhibit In Albuquerque on from the fever but the disease had
O. GlomI, Vie President.
O. Bscaecki, Troararcx
September 23. according to arrange- shattered the young girl's constituments made yesterday by Messrs. tion. Immediately on receipt of the
Burke and Arlington, advanje agents news of her Illness her father hastenfor the show.
ed to her side and was with her up
until the time of her death. Tha
C. C. Klstner and family of Indian
i m
rieeessors to
apolis, arrived in Las Vegas yester- Immediate cause of death was heart
MCLINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
day and will spend some time at the failure. The remains were taken ti
Harvey mountain resort. Mr. Klst- Huntington, Pa., the old home, for
WMOLKBALK OKALKm IN
ner and family visited here for sev Interment.
eral weeks last summer.
State of Ohio, city or Toieao,
J. S. Mactavlsh. merchant at
Lucas county. ss.
Frank J. Chenney makes oath that he
and cashier of the First Na
Wm
ivtrythtng la stock to outfit tto
Is
senior partner of the firm of F. J.
tional bank of that town has gone Cheney
ft Co., doing business In the
most
fottldloat bar oomploto
east for the purpose of purchasing City of Toledo,
County
aforeand Btate
merchandise Tor his store. He will said, and that said firm will
pay the sum
Hava
agents In tha touthwaat fM
tppo'ntsd
xcluslv
been
ft.
be absent about three weeks.
of ONE HUNDRED DOLLAR8 for each
ehlltz, Wm. Lamp and 6t Louis A. B. C Breweries; Ysilawstona,
E. H. Smith and family, of Las and every case of Catarrh that cannot
Qraan Rlvar, V. H. McBrayar'a Ctdar Brook, Loula Huntsr, T.J. Man.
Vegas, left this morning for Pueblo, be cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh
FRANK J. CHENEY.
arch, and other atandard brCinds of whlaklas too numerous ta m ant tan.
wnere they will make their home Cure.
me
Sworn to before
and subscribed In
Mr. Smith has accrL'd a posP.I n aa my
presence, this 6th day of December,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDER.
dispatcher with 'he Denver & J?loj A. D. laSd.
Bat sell tha straight article as received by as from taa bast ' laertaa.
Grande railroad at that place.
A. W. GLEASON,
Distilleries and Breweries In tae United But a. Call aad lasseet
(Seal.)
Notary Public.
The old Exchange hotel, once the
Stock and Price i, or write for Illustrated Catalvgu and trie hist
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally
end of the Santa Fe trail, and one and
directly
on
the blood and mu
Issued to dealers only.
of the old land marks of the capital cous acts
system. Send for
of
surfaces
the
city, was been purchased by the Win testimonials rree.
ters Grocery company and it will
CO., Props.,
F. J. CHENEY
give place to a modern structure.
Toledo, Ohio.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constlDav X3XeX3tWaX3eK)aX3eKe
A party consisting of Mrs. L. H.
Nothum, Miss Florence Leldlg, Miss tloo.
Ella Moorman, Haron Marschall, SILVER CITY RAISES
Frank Williams and Herbert R. Sims
s.viiOON lht:nse PRICE
arrived Jn Santa Fe last evening
Silver City, N. M.. August 22.
from the Valley Ranch. They made (Kpeeliil)
Silver City council
the trip overland on horseback and at Its last The
meeting raised the retail
will return to the ranch, tomorrow.
liquor license for this city from $150
Mrs. Frank Andrews has returned to 1600 per year. The ,clty council
to Santa Fe after a three weeks' vistaokthls action, it Is understood to
it to her mother--' and other relatives offset the deficiency that will be
paper and paint your
Iet me Satisfaction
at Grand Junction, Colorado. The made in the finances the first of next
house.
guaranteed.
pleasure of her visit was marred by year when the licensed gambling
Prompt
to mail orders.
attention
the Illness of her infant daughter will be shut out. The majority of
who was taken suddenly 111 of ty- the saloon men were In favor of the
J.' D. EMMONS, Successor to Stacy & Co.
phoid fever and Is only now conva- raise In the license. This runs the
lescing.
total yearly cost of a retail liquor liq
South
Lead
Reverend Fletcher Cook, rector of cense ir? this city up to $1,000 as the
omcmccc9Kyoy(3omaoxy3mctt
the Episcopal church at McAleBter, county license is (400.
Indian Territory, is In Santa Fe on
a visit at the Home of Adjutant GenMEN AND WOMEN.
's
eral A. P. Tarkington, being the
iff
Cm Blf C for unnatural
ditchtsrirMtiatflsU&iuBtionc,
brother-in-la021 North First Street.
Ptione No. 489
The reverend C XlalMftart.
OaaraatM4 U ftrriUtlotia or nlcaratkma
gentleman delivered a sermon last
M
M MrtffMf.
macoaa
of
uambranaa.
Sunday at the Church of the Holy 'r' 1 PrM) CMtatrlas.
ainrl nnt sat ri n
Pain
Faith.
(at or poiponoua.
Lightning
yesterday
afternoon
or aent Id plain wrapper,
struck the residence of Antonio C.
bf xpreM, prepaid, for
de Raca on Pacific street on the
.00. or bottles $2.7 S.
Circular aaot oa raquatt.
west side In Las Vegas and badly
damaged the roof. It also struck a
tree In the yard of William Lewis
on Prince street. The tree was not
damaged much, but the grass in the
la latreu-- and tbonM know
yard was badly burned and a large
about tot- wonuttrmi
IMARVELWhirlingSprsv
hole was made In the ground.
Notices have been posted stating
ii oat ronveiir
vii
lent. It cltfcvmthat on Wednesday morning, Sepinaiautiy,
tember 4, at 10 o'clock, at the court
itmoiHsjt far It.
houfe In San Miguel county, the Hon. Atm vftnr
tlie
cannot kui'i
William J. Mills, chief Justice of the IfII tie
a ft K I.. anir pt no
supreme court of the territory of otiUT. hut a'il atanit) fur
New Mexico, with the assistance of full tiarLlrnnrsi avn.l
l:t
Soathwe!ern Brewery
A Ioe Company.
.
the clerk of the district court, will TMuaule to la. lit. M A If Vr.L
4 UMl SS4
fcW
OKI.
draw from the Jury wheel of San
irt.

CLERK SENTENCED FOR
STEALINGS BLANK PASSES
Needles, Cal., August 22. H. C.
Stone, a clerk in the office of Superintendent E. H. Tuttle, of the
Santa Fe at Needles, took from the
desk ln the office where he wss
working several passes, one of which
was made in his own name, and pro
ceeded to travel east on a passenger
tram or that morning. He was evidently Intoxicated, and was later
apprehended by Trainmaster C. G.
him and
Fluhr. who recognized
found that he had ridden on a pass
made from Needles to Albuquerque
In the name of John King. Stone in
court acknowledged his guilt, placing
the blame on the ue of Intoxicants.
He took with him several passes belonging to other parties, as well of
blnnk passes. He pleaded guilty to
the crime of petit larceny and was
sentenced to six months imprisonment In the county Jai'.,
KlM

AtfitST

Is the most successful medicine yet produced for these diseases and can
No doctor can prescribe a better medicine.
always hi depended "upen.

It

is

almost certain to be needed before the Summer is over.

Buy it now.

KOeKeKD0OeX3K3eK)K)00K3X)
A. C. IULICKE and JOHN S. MITCHELL Invite their friends to make
Afw Mexico headquarters at

The Holenbeck Hotel
Los Angeles, California

Tour friendship

and patronage Is appreciated.

Courtesy

and

attention to guests Is a pleasure ta us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
.,, a. Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.
BK3K?eXCfK?ex)X)X3C4KC4
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SAYS NO NEW BABY

DITCH PLAN FOR FALL

ASM
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ROSWELL IS
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FILED
Engineer Reed Submits
gation

Method

cents on each $100 is

the tax rate for Arizona for the coming fiscal year. To those who expected a rate of not more than 58
cents this will come as a most unweli

Is
The Detroit Copper company
1.700,000
now producing
about
pounds of copper monthly and the
camp in Arizona is progressing on
the same lines which have obtained
there for years.

,.. Pedro

Tanes, a Mexican who was
working at Concentrator No. 5, of
company.
at
the Arizona Copper
Morenci, was wiping oft a shaft with
some waste, when he was caught
around,
in a pulley and carried
whipping out his life Defore help
could come.

The Arizona branch of the Westwas
ern Federation of Miners, which days,
in session at Globe for three
very
important
has adopted some
resolutions. One of these resolutions
opposed the acceptance by W. D.
Haywood of a proposition from a
theatrical company to go on the
stage at a salary of $15,000 a year.
to
Thomas McShane, supposed last
have been drowned at Cochran Ariz.,
week has turned up at Kelvin,
floating down
Parties saw hla boat coat
in it and
the stream with bis
naturally drew the conclusion that
he had fallen overboard and drowned.
The abandonment of the boat
and coat Is still a mystery.
D. C. Fanning died at the home of

any land andi timber frauds in New
Mexico,' said Judge
Fall.
'There
have been some evasions but no cases
like those In Oregon have occurred
When the United States governmen
gave the territory land to be dlspos
ed of for school and public iusUtu
tlons, the provision was made that
lots not to exceed 160 acres were to
be sold to any individual. The Ala
mogordo Lumber company has ac
quired 20,01)0 acres of timber land
This land was bought in lots of 16
acres each by individuals
and by
them transferred to the lumber com
pany. When the land was sold
was known that It was to be acquired
by the lumber company. There was
no secret about it. The territory re
celved a good price for the land
probably more than it was worth
Since that contract was made what
are called special agents or detectives
or the United States government have
spread the report that land frauds
were occurring in the territory and
as a result the United States has
brought suit against the lumber com
pany, the officials of the territory
and the territory Itself. It Is my
opinion that the United States should
not interfere
The land was given to
the territory and I think that the
territory should have the rlKht to
dispose of it as it deems best. I think
that the time is not far off when the
dispute between the government and
the territory will be adjusted.
it l should find that land frauds
are being practiced in the territory
I win unhesitatingly prosecute the
violators or the law.
" Concerning
the reDOrted coal
land frauds l will say these lands are
owned by the United States and thi
law governing their dlSDOsal is dlf
ferent from that governing the sale
or the timber lands which were given
the territory. In one case where an
indictment
has been returned th
evidence seems to be very stron
against tne aerendant.' "
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No woman's happi
ness can be completo
without children ; it
it her nature to love
and want them

tiful and pure.
The critical ordeal through which the expectant mother must pass,
however, is so fraught with dread, pain, suffering and danger, that the
very thought of it fills her with apprehension and horror. There is no
necessity for the reproduction of life to be either painful or dangerous.
The use of Mother's Friend so prepares the system for the coming event
that it is safely passed without any danger. This great and wonderful
remedy is always ap- externally, and
Elied
thousands
of women through the
trying cri-- without sutTering.
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follow them.
Wednesday evening Rev. John D.
Morley. pastor of the Church of the
(5ood Shepherd, united in marriage
Edith Guthrey of Denver, and Martin
Mullln of Grant county.
The ceremony was performed at the Episcopal parsonage in this city and was
strictly private, only a very few of
the intimate friends of the contract
ing parties being present.
At the
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evening paper is logically the best medium for advertising. In the morning, men and women have time onl
for the headlines and important news they have work to
do. In the evening, the day's work is done, and they
have leisure to read, not only the news, but the advertisements, as well. Apply reason to this and decide if it
is true.
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The Albuquerque Citizen has at its disposal, a practical
and experienced advertisement writer, who has made a
thorough study of modern newspaper advertising, who will
give any assistance you may desire, or who will relieve
you entirely of the preparation of your advertisements, if
you so wish. The Albuquerque Citizen exercises discretion and taste in the setting of advertisements, and the
page. Weigh these advantages,
result is a well shown-u- p
and decide if they are worthy.

Mrs. Wm. W. Astor II. Mamma of ono of world'ti ricliest babies
fcondon. Aug. 22. Of all the many i son. This was in 1903
In April. 1906, Mrs. Shaw
mlllion-dollare- d
babies in the

world.
few are more fortunate, from a
worldly point of view; than tiny Wm.
Waldorf Astor III, born a few days
ago at Cliveden on the Thames, in
the $1,250,000 house of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Wuldorf Astor II.
and now basking beneath the smiles
of his doting grandfather, Wm. Waldorf Astor I, the expatriated American.
His mother was the beautiful
Nannie Ianghorne, of Virginia, sister of Mrs. Chas. Dana Gibson, and
one of the original "Gibson girls,"
Ten years ago Miss Langhnrne married Robt G. Shaw, a wealthy young
Bostontan, but they were divorced,
and Mrs. Shaw was left with a little

WOULD

was
married to young Waldorf Astor, and
so pleased was the elder Astor with
the union that he gave the couple
as a wedding present not only the
magntricent estate or Cliveden, whicn
he had purchased from the Duke of
Westminister, but an allowance or
$100,000 a year, as well. Under those
circumstances, the young folks have
along since
been able to struggle
their marriage, and as soon as he is
able to sit up and take notice of
things, it is believed that Baby As
tor will not give himself over to
worrying about the future, especially
when he gets his first understanding
view of Grandpa Astor s big hotel
and a few other shacks which he
owns in New York.

UNION FROM

Beet American Block, pM ton.. S 6. BO
$8.50
AnthracitA Nut, per ton
Anthracite Stove and Furnace

WRECK

BOYCOTT

per ton

ident of the Buck Stove & Range
company is J. R. VanCleave, who is
also president of the National Association of Manufacturers.
The contentions of the plaintiff
may be said to be fairly representative of the
attitude of American
manufacturers generally toward the
boycott question.
Mr. VanCleave seeks to perman
ently enjoin organized labor rrom
using the "unfair" or "we don't patronize" lists In the federation's fight
against firms and individuals.
The capers werj filed here In ord
er that personal services might be
Immediately
againt a
obtained
large number of the labor leaders In
the complaint who are in Washington in attendance upon a general
conference.
FOR

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, Land Of
lice at Santa Fe. N. M.
August 19. 1907.
Notice U hereby given that Crcs- erioio Martin, of Cabezon, N. M., has
tiled notice of his intention to make
final five year proof in support of his
Kntry jso.
claim, viz: Homestead
82:'l, made January 24, 1905, for the
lots 7 and 8, Section 30, Township
IS X., Range 6 W., and that said
proof will be made before H. W. S.
Otero, U. 8. court commissioner, at
Albuquerque, N. M., on October b
1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up
on, and cultivation or, tne land, viz:
Francisco Montoya, of Bernalillo,
X. M ; EiiKenio Chavez, of Bernalillo,
X. M.: Klias Montoya. of Sandoval
V M.; Jose Chavez, of San Mateo, N.
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Finest Whiskies

2 0 West Railroad Arenac
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jets gently upon the bowels and
clears the whole system of coughs
and colds. It promptly relieves in.
(lamination of the throat and allays
Irritation. Sold by J.
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Laxative Cough

The St. HImo

DRY CEDAR

El Paso, Texas. August 22. En
gine No. 184 of the Sacramento
Mountain road lumped the track at
mile post 18 out or Alamogordo last
night. Instantly killing Francis
N.
Welby, the engineer. The wreck oc
8:30
cause
was
at
and
curred
the
the
soft condition of the mountain line.
heavy rains having fallen for several
hours previous to the accident.
The wrecked engine was running
aown the mountain from Cloudcroft.
light, carrying only a caboose. As the
grade is very steep and the tracks
were sort when the big mountain
climber struck the curve it left the
track and turned over, catching the
engineer beneath the cab. The fire
man evidently Jumped and escaped
uninjured.
Soon after the wire report of the
wreck was received at the general
offices of the El Paso & Southwestern company, the wires were reported down out of Alamogordo and U
was impossible to get any further Information regarding the trouble. It
was raining
when
the Cloudcroft
passenger train came down Monday
afternoon with the Five Million deli
gation on board and as It continued
to rain during the remainder of the
evening the mountain line is washed
out In several places.
Now Man on tlm Division.
Engineer Welby had only been
running on the Alamogordo
and
Sacramento Mountain line for the
past four weeks, having come from
the Mexican central at Aguascallentes, where he had been running an
engine for the past seven years. He
was about 46 years old and was one
or the best railroad men in Mexico.
He leaves a wife, who is now in El
Paso, having been recently discharg
ed Trom the Hotel Lleu, where she
was ill, and who la now staying with
friends in East LI Paso.
No arrangements
have yet been
made for the funeral of the deceased
engineer, although it Is thought that
he will be buried In Alamooordo,
where the body was taken after the
accident.
Kennedy's

90.50
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Suit at Washington Against Locomotive Turned Over.
Federation of Labor
Burying him Beneath
Test Case.
Tons of Iron.
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do not need to quote our circulation results speak
for themselves. If you advertise in the Albuquerque Citizen, you advertise in a paper that enters more homes,
is more widely read and more enthusiastically endorsed
than any other paper within the boundaries of the territory. Observe the trend of events, and decide if this is true.

We

For an Impaired Appetite.
improve
To
an
the appetite
strengthen the digestion try a few
doses of Chamberlain s Stomach an
Liver Tablet. Mr. J. H. Seltz. of De
trolt, Mich., says: "They restored my
22.
Washington, Aug.,
to
Suit
appetite when impaired, relieved me enjoin
of
the American Federation
or a bloated feeling and caused
pleasant and satisfactory movement Labor, its officers and its 2.000,000
his son, R. J. Fanning, in uiuue,
the bowels." price 2 5 cents. Sam membership
a
from maintaining
Ariz., yesterday afternoon of par- or
boycott to prevent the sale of the
alysis. He was only a resident of plos free. All druggists.
produce of the Buck Stove & Range
r.inha fnr the last three months
company of St. Louis, was filed in
months, coming here from San Di- TWO MARRIAGES
IX SILVER CITY the supreme court of the District of
ego, Cal., to make his home with his
Silver City, N. M., August 22.
son. The deceased was 81 years of
Columbia here today by James M.
Attorney
age and for many years had lived in very pretty wedding occurred at the Beck, Former Assistant
son
his
beside
Presbyterian
Thursday
at General J. J. Darlington, of WashManse
the west. He leaves
of
two daughters, one of whom resides lO.u'i a. m.. when Arthur S. Culbert ington, and Daniel Davenport
in Mexico ond the other In Nevada. son and Miss Anna M. Starck were Bridgeport, Conn.
him.
survives
united in marriage by Rev. Ralph M
The action marks the beginning of
His wire, who also
will Smith, the pastor of the
lives in San Diego, rhe funeral
First Pre- - what will probably be a decisive leat 4 o clock byterian church.
The Presbyterian gal battle to determine whether the
be held this afternoon establishment
ring service was used.
American Federation or Labor has
from the undertaking
Mr. Culbertson came
from New the right to bring the ill will of the
of F. L. Jones & son.
York City last January and since that members of the unions
affiliated
time has been store manager for the with it, to bear upon any employer
Hanover Mercantile company.
Miss against whom a boycott Is declared
GOVERNOR CURRY
Ntarck arrived In S:iver City from as a result or labor airticuiiies.
New York City August 13th. Mr. and
Suit Important
RATOH Mrs. Culberson left (iuring the day
of the suit is
The Importance
for Hanover, where they will reside. heightened
TOJPEAK IN
by the fact that the presThe best wishes of many friends
hand
Raton has extended the glad
shape of
to Governor Curry In theCommercial
invitation from the
unHim citizens of that city
there
to attend a public recepUon
c
during the latter part or Augu.
will
and
the invitation
has i, accepted
there.
while
snPM'h
mane a. .hnrt
curry nas a ,
(Governor
.
t!n.a friends in ana truuuu
waji
Dotnn
mai. , .
- -Here
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into INew Ulf i, v, ah'.
ni
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nas
naturally
lieart for the Gate City.
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So lMXhl Frauds
"Judge Fall was asked If he Intended to investigate the alleged land
and timber frauds In rsew Mexico.
" 'As far as I know there are not

Topics

come surprise.

bluff tray go in a poker game, but in a cold blooded
business transaction, you have got to show what your
k
and
hand contains. The day of guff and flim-flastatements is passing. Men want facts upon which
they can figure.
A

II.

io

Territorial
Seventy-fiv-e

W. W. Astor

El Paso, Tex., August 22. The El
Paso Herald yesterday had the fol
lowing:
"Tudire A. 13. Fall, attorney general
of New Mexico and general counsel
for YV. C Greene, returned last evening from a brief business trip to Chihuahua. J u dire Fall has entirely re
covered from his recent Illness and
enjoved the trip into Mexico.
"Who will be the assistant attor
ney general of New Mexico Is, Judge
Fall says, a matter for future consld.
Under the laws the dlS'
eiatlon.
trict attorney of the first district is
attorney general of the territory. R. C. Gortner filled that position ud to the time of the inaugu
ration of Governor Curry. He has
resigned but no action has been takMr. Oortner
en on his resignation.
is still acting as assistant attorney
general.
" The resignation of R. C. Gortner
district attorney at Santa Fe and ex- otflclo attorney general of New Mex
lco. has been received by Governor
Curry, but no action has been taken
on It.' said Judge Fall this morning.
'Whether or not Governor Curry
will act on the resignation Is a quesUntil
tion for future consideration.
that time Mr. Gortner wilt continue
to fill the office.'

Roswell, N. M.. Aug., 22. W. M.
to
Reed, selected as the engineer
make the plans for the cementing of
the Irrigation ditches of Roswell filed his report today with Chairman
K. A. Cahoon, of the board of arbl
tratlon. The reports
consists of
blue prints of the work that Is to
be done and a sample contract containing the specifications
that the
successful bidder must sign to get
the Job.
Cunnlngham-Rallar- d
The Pierce
ditch Is to have a cement bottom and
side five feet and three Inches wide
at the top, three feet and three
Inches wide at the bottom, and two
feet deep, with six Inches additional to carry surplus water In time of
ditch Is
rain. The
to be three feet wide at the bottom,
five feet wide at the top and two feet
deep with six Inches additional
to
carry surplus.
Separate Rids
Concrete curbings are to be put in
both on all streets and alleys, from
curb to curb. The bids on the regular
work and crossings are to be made
separately, however.
The blue prints show that the
will have to be cut
Pierce ditch
slightly almost from end to end, the
deepest cut being about a foot and
a third, and averaging several Inches. The
ditch will
have o be filled almost as much as
the other will have to be cut. The
heaviest fill in the latter ditch, however, is not over a foot. The cemented ditches will be much smaller than
the present ones and will carry the
water at a rapid rate, as It will be
on a certain grade from end to end.

The Age of Reason

One of the Most Fortunate Children In
World Is Recently Born Son of

Attorney General Tells Tex
ans That None Exist In
New Msxlco.

Irri-

For
Board's Approval.
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BIRL MAMMA AND MUCH COIN

I AND

needed

Beaven

602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

rIEUW
..J uaavuau
says Q. a.0 Hays,
a prominent busi
ness man or Bluff, Mo., that Bucki -len'a Arnirn Rnlv I ww quiUHeBl
t
and surest healing " salve ever applied
to a sore, burn or wound, or to
case of piles. I've used it and knowa
wnat 1 m talking about." Guaranteed
by all druggists. 25c.
V.

1

"Regular aa the Sun."
an expression as old as the race.
the rising and setting of
the sun is the most regular performance in the universe, unless it la
the action of the liver and bowels
when regulated with Dr. Klng New
Life Pills. Guaranteed by all druggists. 26c.
Is

No doubt

THE

The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is comfortable from

'he
CAN YOU BEAT THIS?

start.

The burning and

aching

the way of bakery products? Cer :aused by stiff soles nd the
tain It Is that you'll travel many a svils of thin soles
aie preweary mile to even equal our cakes.
In

Dies, pastry, roil, etc.
uur goo as
are always in demand, because those
who know appreciate tneir excellence. But don't forget our bread
our principal pride and source of our
success.

PIONEER BAKERY
307 Sooth

First Street.

If You Want A
Plumber

vented by the Red Crc ss. It
;nables a woman to be on her
feet for hours at a time with
comfort.
A stylish
shoe

that's

absolutely
romfortcble

Mexican Central
The
Railway

Standard

of

Mexico

Traverses the Republic
From the north to the south
and with its branch lines reaches the most Important cities,
such as Chihuahua. Torreon,
Zacatecas, Aguascallentes, San
Louis, Potosl, Tamplco, Irapua-tGuadalajara,
o,

The City of Mexico
and many other place worth
seeing.
The lUchext Mining, Lumber
anil Cattle Producing Imiul
Made Accessible by This
Great System.

TOURISTS

Can learn of much that U
Intensely interesting and create
a desire to visit the

LAND OF THE

MONTEZUMAS

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

No.

f

,

Rid Crm

)xfords,
$3-- 5

Our work is as our name ligh Shoes,
implies, and our charges are $4.00
Let us fit you,
right.

by obtaining a map folder of ttw
Mexican Central Railway, as In
It are to be found brief sketches of plaos and things in Mexico that, for grandeur, antiquity
and historical value, have no
equal in the world.
Folders, rates and all Information furnished on application

C. F. BERNA
Commercial Agent
EL. PASO, TEXAS.

I. MURDOCH,
Passenger Traftio

V.

WM. CHAPLlft
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co

121

Railroad Araaua

J.

.'ITr OF

C.

Manager.

MclK'AUJ,

Genl. Pass. Agent.

MEXICO,

MEXICO.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

CHINA

W. H. Flege, of Dragoon, Ariz.,
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the city today.
Moultnn. of Estancla, Is In tlie
city on business.
C. O'Prlen. of San Pedro, Is a business visitor In the city.
J. M. O Cnusiell. or Blsbec, Ariz , is
transacting business In Albuquerque
today.
Mrs. r. O. Rabbins and Mrs.
of Gallup, are registered
at the Savoy.
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Steel and James
Steel, of Ijis Cruces, are visitors In
the city today.
Acaclo Oallegos, a well known
sheep raiser of Torrance, Is In the
city on business.
A piece of land In precinct 13 ha
been sold by Leon Bordenave el al
to Miguel Carrlllo for J 135. Sale re
corded yesterday.
The sale of a piece of land In precinct No. 12 was recorded yesterday
as sold by Ninfa Sandoval to Maria
S. H. Sanchez for 1(5.
W. A. Bridges, O. O. Tripp, J. A.
Wood and Pearse Stuart, are a quartet of Las Vegas visitors in the city
today.
ortcK cottage,
The new
owned by A. Malleuccl of old town,
Is rapidly nearlng completion, and
will be ready for occupancy within
a month.
Miss Ann Singleton, a local public
stenographer, left today on the flyer
for Fort Wirigate, where she will be
engaged for a few days doing court
reporting at a court martial.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Cooper wish
to express their thanks to neighbors
and friends whose kindness during
the last Illness and after the death of
their daughter, Laura, they sincerely
,
appreciate.
It Is reported that the feast of
Kan Augustine will be celebrated by
the Isleta Indians on next Wednesmiles
day at their village thirteen
south of this city. Doubtless a large
number of Albuquerque people will
attend.
O. H. Van Stone, general manager
for the Hughes Mercantile company,owning stores at Estancla and Morlarty, Torrance county, Is in the city
to meet Mrs. Van Stone, who has
been absent from the territory on a
visit. Mr. Van Stone says that the
Estancla valley has been treated to
numerous fine rains lately and that
everything there Is pea green. Estancla will send a large number of
people to the territorial fair.
The meeting held last night at the
residence of C. E. Palmer, 715 South
A mo street, to take steps toward organizing a lodge of Modern Wood
men Americo here resulted in me
appointment of a committee to gather statistics on the climatic conditions
of the territory and the death statis
tics for the past live years, un tnis
committee were appointed I. J. Meiz,
V. J. Hyde, Dr. S. I
Burton, C. O.
Young. T. Conauss and T. (. Losey.
Is
to forward these
This committee
statistics to the headquarters of the
lodge In Illinois. The next meeting
will be held on the second Tuesday
of next month In the study of Hev.
W. J. Marsh, of the Congregational
About twenty people were
church.
present at the meeting last night
many being kept away by the rain.
entertained
Mr. and Mrs.
Palmer
their guests very cleverly by serving
a lunch after the work of the meet
ing had been finished.
K. L.

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

PRESIDENT

MANAGING

EDITOR
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scbscription rates.
One yrnr by ninll In advance
One monlh by mail
One month by carrier within city limits.

.9500
.

.
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.60

Emorrxl ns srooml class matter at the Postofllce of Albuquerque, X. M.
ttndrr Art of Con press of March S, 1879.
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Ttie only Illustrated dally nrwspnner

In Now Mexico

vmislng medium of the Southwest.

ami tlie beet aV

TUB ALmorERQVE CITIZEX IS:
T!ie lejMllnft llepnhllcan dally and weekly newspaper of the Southwest.
The advocate of llepubllcan principles and the "Square Deal."

theThe flmist
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equipped Job department in New Mexico.
The latest reports by Associated Press and Auxiliary News Service.
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The St. Louis
Its funny how some men can break Into print.
of a column to Jim Wilson, and all Jim did
devotes
to deserve it was to stand pat for "English as she Is spoke" In preference,
thinks Jim Is all light and
The
to "Iatln as she Is writ."
It says so as follows:
"Jim Wilson, of Iowa, secretary of agriculture In the Roosevelt cabinet.
Therein
Is a man who knows the difference between English and Latin.
he excels the scholars and pedants who can see only the difference between
It takes Uncle Jim to tell the difference between the
the two grammars.
Jim Wilson's cars, without
two tongues 'by ear,' as they say In music.
winking, or palpitation of any kind, can catch any of those broad differences
In sounds, one of which was heard by Secretary Taft In the Cincinnati high
'.Vow,' said the professor, after long emphasizing of the two words,
school.
English and Latin, which express the coincident state of felicity and virtue,
'There Is.' said William,
'Is there any difference between good and bono?'
It was
whose youth was exuberant, 'and a devil of a difference at that
t Tale that William had his ears filled and tuned until they are now no
longer capable of hearing a devil of a difference In the sounds of 'good' and
bono,' but In Iowa, where they stick to sounds, no matter where they graduate, the difference between 'good' and 'bono' still grates so harshly upon
their ears that few of them will tolerate a Latin word where the English
equivalent sounds so much different, and so much better.
"It was with this Iowa prejudice against Latin that Secretary Wilson
first went to Washington.
It was confirmed In him by the sorts of people
he met there, his experience being like that of Xesmlth of Oregon, who spent
his first thirty days In congress wondering how he ever got there, and the
rest of his four terms wondering how all the rest of them ever got there.
Secretary Wilson has clung to his Iowa traditions, and so, the other day,
finding the Latin equivalents for such English words as 'fruits,' 'cereals,
flowers' and 'forests' chiseled Into some of the stone or marble work of the
new agricultural building, he knew the difference between English and
He seems to
Latin well enough to tell at a glance that this wasn't English.
have concluded that 'fructus' dosn't sound enough like fruit, or 'cerealls'
enough like cereals, 'Acres' enough like flowers, or 'forestes' enough like forests to be understood by people who have learned all of the Latin they know
by ear," and who have either never had, or have never used, opportunities
for cultivating a closer acquaintance with it. Let him who has ever wrestled
Even such strong men as
with the variations In the cases blame them not.
Jim Wilson of Iowa have fled from that encounter.
"And eo the Inscriptions on the splints of the new agricultural building
In Washington are to be In English, by order of the secretary of agriculture,
And It seems, from the reading of Washington dispatches, that this Is not
only a victory for good sense, but a rescue from rldleure.
Such a word as
forestes' not appearing in the Latin declensions, It should not appear chis
to-b- e
seen of
In
country's
capital,
this
eled into a monument of agriculture
foreign pedants, and have the scornful Up shot out at It, and at us as having
bitten oft so much more than we could chew that we would be able neither
to swallow It nor to spit It out. The secretary has saved us from a great
humiliation, as well as demonstrated that the man who knows his Latin by
ear sometimes knows It better than one who thinks he knows It by rule. We
axe so pleased with his high performance, and his saving of us all from
ehanve, that we can find no compliment expressed In English or the original
Latin meet unto his merits, and only by translating Rabelais Into the Latin
wisdom of saying "Magis magnos clerlcos non sunt magls magnos saplentes'
can we tell him that there is no sort of difference between that sort of Latin
and the sort of English which says that the greatest scholars are not the
wisest men, which la no lie, when It comes to Jim Wllosn of Iowa."
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(Continued From Pago One.)
darliis, then raised his blade In the
and with one speeding cut
brought It down upon the neck of the
victim.
Punishment After
This Is China today man against
man, official against olluial, the gov
ernment frightened out of Its wits.
rebellion and assassination and re- olt on every side and Japan smil
ing across the little strip of blue
w a ter.
Hut the punishment did not stop
was
with death.
The government
too unnerved, and every Chinese sub
ject knows what to expect when the
government loses Ms peace of mind.
ihe following Is a translation or
the official record of the execution:
Immediate) v
de
wh
capitated, his heart was cut out and
iffered to the departed spirit of the
deceased governor. In obedience to
the commands received from Nanking, the Taotal of the assassin's na
tive city arrested his entire family.
As relatives of a man who had been
In open rebellion against the con- tltuted authorities, the female mem
bers of the family may be sold Into
slavery, the males above 16 year
of age may be decapitated, and those
under tnat age mav be made Into
eunuchs for service In the palace at
feKing. furthermore, the ancestral
graves of the rebel may also suffer.
The tombs may be razed and despoil- ea, ana tne bones ana dust within
them scattered to the four points of
the compass."
This is China In 1907!
Highly placed and Influential Chi
nese officials and public men believe
that only by the downthrow of the
Manchus can the Integrity of China
be preserved.
The Boxers help by
their revolutions and uprisings.
In
a year, In a month, in a week per
haps tomorrow China will be tear

AlGlsT
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20 Per Cent for Cash
HOME COMFORT during warm weather is given by the use of
cool prairie grass, reed, rattan and mallarca furniture, it looks
cool and inviting, and it feels cool and comfortable. When your
home is furnished with an eye to comfort you needn't run away
from it in summer. You can find anything you need in summer

furnishings at our store.
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Hunter's

Winchester Repeaters
Remington Automatics
L. C. Smith Guns
Colts
Iver Johnson and Harrington & Richardson
Revolvers

Delight
) A Good Gun

I
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and

Ammunition

Ammunition By the Car Load
If you need anything in this line call or write to us

Our Prices Can't be Beat
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Classes are all organized at the
University, the first regular recita
tions being held yesterday.
At the faculty meeting on Tues
day, class officers were appointed
by the president as follows: Seniors:
frnr. Hodgln; Juniors, Prof Angell;
Sophmores, Miss Slsler; Freshmen,
frof. Asplund; ' Senior Preparatory,
Prof. Esplnosa; Juniors, Prof. Crum;
Sophmores, Prof. Richards; Fresh
men, Miss Parsons.
EXXXXXX
Miss Sisler. the librarian. Is very
busy Just now going over the mail
wnich arrived during the summer,
Papers and letters must be distributlERRITORIAL FAIR NOTES
ed to the various departments. Books
must be unwrapped, stamped and
catalogued. Miss Tillle Allen is act
Walter O'Bryan, superintendent of ing as" library assistant this year.
Our sort of School Clothes puts a Boy on his metal
the cowboy features or the territorial fair, has Just returned from a trip
A mass meeting of the students
They're just
and his manliness stands right
Deming and olher was held yesterday at the noon hour
to Silver City,
places in the western part of the to elect an editor and a business
right. Don't think of buying cheap or inferior Clothes
territory and he reports that he has manager of the IT. N. M. Weekly.
received the assurance that a number Frank C. Light and Walter Allen
for a School Boy. It won't pay. It never pays ! Our
of outlaw horses and bucking bulls were chosen and were given power
will be brought to the fair.
to appoint tneir assistants.
School Suits can not be made better or priced lower.
of
iFTom the first to the fourth
October there will be held in El Paso
A meeting of the old students de
Our prices and quality agree.
la big carnival of western sports in elded to give a reception in honor
which there will be .all manner of of the new members of the faculty
wild west exhibitions.
The officials and the new students of the Univerhave been sity. The reception will take place
of the fair association
Arizona papers are still saying mean things about New Mexico and de promised that a number of the fea on Friday or Saturday evening of
Our sort of School Suits are made from the most durable
come to this week.
will
of
tures
carnival
that
claring that Arizona won't have any statehood if she has to Join with this
of
close
the
the
territorial
fair
after
territory. There ought to be no quarrel on that score. New Mexico is
Cheviots and Cassimeres. Sewed with Silk linings strong-butto- ns
Paso events.
A new organization
"as formed
just as anxious to secure single statehood as Arizona but this territory show theTheEl fair
officials are In correspond
on
hill
Tuesday,
the
called
last
the
on with strong linen thread. Every point where
ed good Judgment In offering to accept anything In the shape of statehood. ence with Irwin Bros, of Wyoming University Tennis club. It consists
New Mexico is no more anxious to be Joined to Arizona than that territory is and It Is possible that they will oe of eight member: Professors Angell,
strain comes is reinforced. Nothing omitted that would
with New Mexico.
When It comes to a comparison of fitness for statehood, here with their pucklng horses, i ney Asplund, Clark and Esplnosa, Hugh
New Mexico Is entitled to statehood and Arizona Isn't. are negotiating also with Oliver Lee Bryan, Ralph Tascher, Frank Light
Arizona will suffer.
add to the appearance . of the Suit. And yet we name
of the southern part of the territory and Josh Saulsberry.
She doven't want It bad enough to work for it.
to bring his string or wild horses
.
such moderate prices as
here, so the outlook for Interesting
counSeventeen of the twenty-fiv- e
A woman recently died in Kansas and as a last request asked that these wild west show features Is most prom- ties of the territory are represented
words be placed on her tombstone: "She always kept the salt and pepper ising. Only one of the different wild In the student body this year. This
be permitted to Is the most notable feature of the
will
OO
If Kansas has pro west outfits
shakers filled and plenty of soap In the bath room."
O,
here, but any of the above men year's enrollment.
duced such a woman the epitaph should be placed on the tombstone, where come
give the right
to
Is
qualified
tioned
hold
to
up U the high standard we represent.
every School Suit we sell
We guarantee
all the world may read.
sort of an exhibition.
RATE 10
R.
A.
G.
On next Monday the fair advertis
Colonel Waterson, the veteran editor of the Courier Journal, Is against
ing car will start on Its trip to uis
prohibition, which is sweeping over Kentucky.
in a recent speech, the tribute
3
advertising matter throughou
Colonel publicly denounced the prohibition movement as a fake sentiment. the southwest.
SARATOGA IS $61.15
charge
of C. H
In
forget
days
Julep
perhaps
wouldn't
of the mint
he
The Colonel can't
the
and
Webster, the car will proceed as far
3
if he could.
south as El Paso, as far wtl as Ash
IXXXXXxxixixxxxxrxixxxi.xxxixxxxxxxxmxxxxxxxxxxxrrxxxxxxxxim:inmxniTTxi
Fork. Ariz., and as far nirln as Tri Tickets Will Ite On Sale September
or possibly La Junta and
William Jennings Bryan; Uncle Joe Cannon killing a mad dog by kick nidad,
;mh1
Bill
"Hi
6lh,
to
ami
Re
Kocky Ford. The ear this year will
ing It across the great divide; "Buttermilk" Charley rescuing a young wo- be
17, Willi
turn Sepu-niliewith posters, lithographs
K
man from a watery grave what, oh what are we coming to, or to be more and supplied
.An
Extrusion
to
an
advertising
of
DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS
matter
olher
WE FILL
0 on Payexact, where, oh, where are the favorite sons "at."
ulor
amount double that sent out last
ment
of
SI.
year.
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
TIME
The special train which Is taking E. H. Harrlmnn over his western lines
.R. Brown, district freight and
W
ex
meeting
weekly
of
the
At the
203 WEST RAILROAD AVEpassenger agent for the Santa re
staid In Omaha last Sunday while Mr. Harriman and his two sons attended ecutive
At Consistent
committee, officials and ad- with headquarters
at El I'aso, who INCREASING IN VALCG STEADNUE
NEXT TO BANK OF
church.
It is to be hoped that the combined efforts of the church and visory board
of the territorial fair asin the city calling on local mer
WE
President Roosevelt will make a decided change In his business methods.
Prices
sociation last night. Manager liubbs chants,
COMMERCE.
ILY. IS IX) 20 PEH CENT.
hud
denies
Fe
Santa
that
the
submitted the proposition of having discriminated
HVK 1ICN1)11EI lOLL-AHagainst
the Grand IUVE
a
show at the fair and Army of the ltepubllc
WOKTII OF SMALL STONES WE
regarding
A Missouri man has been adjudged Insane because he eats grass.
rales
was unanimously approved. In ad to the national encompment, which WILL SELL AT LOWEK PKICES
most human action at present, this man hud a distinguished historic itdition
to this thpre will be a number will
place this year at Sara THAN THEY CAN HE IiOCGUT At
precedent in his favor.
of Independent shows on the streets toga. take
WHOLESALE.
. i
'iu-a
VANN Jkr KL.IC
which will constitute
tf Mr. Urown received a telegram last
W
greater
than w.uM
One Door South of Drug Stoif.
evening from J. M. Connell, general
That was a bright boy, who upon being chlded by his mother for laughing amusement
comby
carnival
sinif'.e
a
afforded
agent for the .antu re
I was smiling, when all of pany.
In church, said: "I couldn't help it, mamma.
show alone gjuisenger
The
Mr.
Chicago, which Informed
DRESSER, AND CIIIROPO- sodden the smile busted."
will have 135 people take part In the at
lirown
that the rate from New Mex IL1U
Disr.
performance.
Centra! uvenuo and ico points
be
would
of
north
Hincon
The historical Old Hick- streets w' I be given over to 161.7b, tickets on sale September 6,
Bambini,
Governor Folk spent a Sunday recently In a Missouri county looking for SecondIndependent
her parlors oppo
Mrs.
thowj .luring fair ( and 7, and good to return Sep site the Alvaradoat and
thi
next door to
carry a flask in hi hip pocket?
Strange the governor doe-'n'- t
Joints.
week.
ory Chair.
tember 17. However, should the hold Sturges' cafe, is prepared to give
er of ticket desire to remain In Sara thorough scalp treatment, do hair
The AtchLson, Kansas, Globe bays the average man's Idea of religious
For the closing night of the fair It toga later than September 17, an ex dressing, treat corns, bunions and InIs planned to have a monster mask tension till October may be had by
liberty Is to be allowed to stay home from church.
Light, comf 01 table, durable
She gives massage
nails.
ball to be held In the fire show en depositing the ticket at Saratoga and growing
manicuring.
an.
and
treatment
performance.
the
closure
last
after
of fi.
and especially adapted to hard
Unnihini'n own oreuaration of com
The worst thing about Roosevelt Is the nervous manner In which ht There is some doubt expressed us to theMr.payment
Connell informed Mr. urown
cream builds up the skin and
fingers the trigger while pointing a gun at the trusts.
on
the that circulars giving particulars re- plexion
the feasibility of dancing
complexion, ana
service.
ground, but this has been tried at the garding these rufcs would be mailed Improves tne
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
Mountain and I'luln festival at I)i within a week.
cures
Kansas City business men have rained $20,000 to advertise their city. ver
prepares
tonic
a
that
hair
also
on various occasions and was
What's the use the union depot does that.
and prevents dandruff and hair fall
found to be practicable for such a
ing out; restores lire to aeaa nair;
free and easy event. Canvas spread COAL GOES UP $1
removes moles, warts and superfluous
the level ground also answers the
The El Paso papers are squabbling over municipal ownership of water on
purpose
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
well.
fairly
.
t
poor
In
El
be
Paso.
mui-beer
plants.
The
For any blemish of the
machines.
IN
CITY face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini,
Arrangements for the annual Mon
SILVER
o
bail have all been made by J.
The country could wag along pretty well during the telegraphers' strike tezuma
H. O'Kielly. manager of the ball. The
to match
Prices
?orS.
Bring us your joo
If it were not for the base bail news.
various committees have alreaily been
the very lowest and the work will
22.
City.
N.
August
M.,
Silver
appointed and it has been decided
Inspection anywhere. Huslnesa
The colonel is that the decorations
Colonel ISryan will sound another keynote next fall,
Tho price of coal has ad- stand
of the ball room (SMflal)
calling cards a specialty.
the and
becoming quite a musician.
shall be Japanese in effect. As cus vanced in Silver City during
Come and aee our line of
It Is
tomary the ball will be held In the past few days $1 per ton.
To show
I'll stop your pain tree.
Well, he has Alvarado dlnlinf room. This ball will stated that the advance Is due to the you
The self made man usually looks It, ays an exchange.
penny
you
spend
a
before
first
OLD HICKORY FURNITURE
eclipse In splendor any previous event large number of coul mines in north
that to be thankful for anyhow.
ern New Mexico and Colorado that what my Pink Pain Tablets can da, I
of its kind in Ahuoueroue by reano
of the distinguished guests who will are closed down on account of the will mail you free, a Trial Package of
Tablets.
He ought be present.
A St. Louis boy with only a spoonful of brains is still alive,
Due to the presence of miners' stride. This now makes the them Dr. Shoon's Headache
Headache, Toothache, Peto go to Newport.
General Thomas and aides, of the price of coal in this city Jb.&O per Neuralgia, etc.,
to
blood
are
alone
due
pains,
riod
Colonel
department
ton.
of
Colorado.
Dr. Shoop's Headache
congestion.
Can women become angels? anxiously Inquires a South Carolina paper. Hunter and staff, from Fort Wlngate,
by
coaxing
Governor Curry and tirrlt
To feel strong, have good appetite Tablets simply kill pain
At least once.
30S-31- 0
W. Central Avenue
ial oitiiials. many of whom will wear and digestion, sleep soundly and en- - away the unnatural blood pressure.
. . Staab Building
full dress military uniform, the ball Joy life, u.e lturdock Hlood Hitters, That Is all. Address Dr. Shoop,
Tb principal thing King Edward Is kept fur is to visit foreign monarchs. will be unusually picturesque.
Wis. Sold by all dealers.
the great tystem tunic and builder.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
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CONVENTION

READY FOR THE

WILL BE BIGGEST

BROWNIES

EVER

J. MALOY

DESTITUTE

'

CITIZO.

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

nirnsn.r. avgvst a. iot.

OLD

M

TORRANCE AND

WILL

SLEPT IN CITY

PM

PARTY

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fc Restaurant

ARRIVE

Open Day and Night.

TOWT

MeaU at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - .

214 Central Avenue

The place to get anything in the line of the
famous brand
CLUB HOUSE
CANNED FRUITS

Coloradlans Say That Albuquerqerque Must Be
Trimmed.

-

Alououeroue Is going up
a hard proposition if not a
may be gleaned from the
game
brace
following article
taken from the
Trinidad Advertiser:
Is
next and Albuouer- 'Albuoueraue
que has to be trimmed,
that's all
there Is to It.
While you are regretting the fact
with
C
in Trinidad
that luck didn't break even
full line
on her last two games, you
want to remember that down In Iew
H
Mexico there is a bunch of fans and
players who would do almost anything to Ret Trinidad's scalp.
j
in
All the Interest was centered
the games with the Iron Workers in
3
Denver last week but those games
are over and history is still going on.
The games next Saturday and tun-da- y
are really of as much Interest to
the local fans as were tnnse or last
week and It is quite as important to
win them.
"Albuuueraue has done consider
able strutting and crowing since they
began playing (rood ball this season.
TXXTXTXTXXXXTTTXTTXXXXlIll
They will reach Trinidad next Sat
urday morning with a pretty strong
lineup which it hopes will be strong
enoush to take at least one or tne
games.
"They have two mighty good pitch
I
ers to put up against Trinidad, Gal- gano, once with the UarnitaM,
and
Crable. the southpaw, who ought to
to
hit.
hard
be
1
H
"The fans won t have to be urged
see these two games for the sting
3
c to
of the defeat last week will make
them rabid for blood and playing
ball will be the only way in which
the Trinidad team can ease th lr own
wounded feelings.
5
"The players are all to be horn
As many of
from Denver tonight.
them, live In Denver they were allowILJIOtCA
b ed to utay the limit on the tickets to
8
visit at home.
In spite of the defeats in D?nver
CXXXXXXXXIOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX) the Trinidads did some hard hitting
whlcTi would have won an o.dinary
game. That they could hit Wlllett
for elKht clean ones was e'l.tucit to
demonstrate that the battine eye is
theirs and Trinidad Is Just as base
ball crazy today as it was this time
last week.
"It will take considerable fanning
and waving of hands to get the Denver Karnes put away on the shelf but
you won't hear the people getting
very sore about It. That's the beau
tiful part about Trinidad's first class
losers.
"If the weather permits you'll see
Trinidad's rather stern young captain
out on the diamond tomorrow work
lng his men. He will see that they
Ret all the hard practice they need
week and on their home grounds
3 this
they will be able to play ball Just as
beautifully as they played It last Sunday on the Denver diamond, where
the ball skids over the grass and fools
5'
an Infield a whole lot. Playing bail
as they played it Sunday In Denver
chances
will
make Albuquerque'

and VEGETABLES

always
stock
Our Prices ARE right
You know the goods

A

250
Pleased People
Every Day at

Columbus

I

Roller Rink

J5K

Liberal Cash Prizes Attract One of the Most Pitiful Exam Visiting Hagan Coal Mines
Today-Sa- w
Wide Attention Four
ples to Como to Notice
Estancla
Teams Coming.
of Authorities.
Salt Lahes.

According to plans. General TorThere Is living In a tent near the
corner of Fifth street on New York rance and party, will arrive In the
avenue a man by the name of Hanna, city this evening on train No. 1.
visit to La Cruces, where he went who in the two weeks or so that he General Torrance's private car "The
Tuesday night to boost the territorial has been in Albuquerque, has been Rover" arrived last night, having
fair and promote the firemen's con- What may Justly be termed "up been brought around via Santa Fe,
vention, which will meet In this city against It.' ' A victim of the "great while General Torrance
and the
October 8, 9 and 10, says that this white plague ' In one of Its most Pennsylvania capitalists, who accom-an- y
will be the largest convention
ever malignant forms, Hanna came to
him, drove first to the Hagan
held in New Mexico.
New Mexico from the east to benefit coal mines and then to Algodones.
There are about 400 members In liv the heallns of the rurifled atmo The party spent last night at the
the association and there will be fully sphere of this vicinity.
He came f mines and looked over the property
sixty delegates present at the conven- penniless, but resolute In the resolve both last night and this morning.
tion, beside four fire teams, which to make one strong la-- t fight for life The brick shale mine near Algodones
will take part In the firemen's tour
no matter how great the odds against , was also Inspected.
nament.
On the private car when it arThe racing events of the him.
tournament will lapse over three days
What makes the case of Hanna rived last night were Governor Morof the fair Tuesday, Vvednesday and peculiarly pathetic: what makes It ton Lyons, of Pennsylvania, eastern
Thursday.
more than usually appealing. Is the counsel for the Santa Fe Central and
On Tuesday afternoon at tho fair man's determination,
his
tenacious Albuquerque Eastern railroad comgrounds will occur the ladder cllmn clinging to the last hope, and the panies; Col. Chas. Easley, local atand double coupling contest.
means he has pursued In battling torney for the Santa Fe Central, and
On Wednesday afternoon there will against his malady. Penniless, with Dr. Hershey, a, prominent physician
be a 100 yard foot race for firemen, out resources of any kind, yet he of Denver, Colo.
a single coupling contest and a diy managed to get to Albuquerque and
Vlxlted Salt Iikex.
give himself one last chance for life.
test race.
None of these men would discuss
The final and biggest event of the He was very 111 when he arrived the Albuquerque Eastern proposition
tournament will be pulled off Thurs- here; too 111 to care for himself and but spoke of the beauties of the Esday morning on Ooid sviiiuo, near he found refuge In the St. Joseph's tancla valley In the most glowing
the Commercial club. It will he a sanitarium, where he was tenderly terms.
While the private car was
team race of 400 feet to a hydrant, cared for by the Catholic sisters. But sidetracked at Estancln, General Torthe attaching of the hoii to the lire he would not stay in the hospital; rance and party escorted by Col. W.
plug, the reeling out or rt0 fee: or contrary to the advice of the physi- S. Hopewell, drove to the salt lakes
hose and the attaching of the nozzle. cians he left after a few days and, as whose length and breadth cover par's
The time will be taken from the start far as the hospital force knew, dis- or several section of land. These
to the appearance of wvtor In the appeared.
i lakes are one of the
phenomena of
nozzle.
For several days and nlgnts In the the great Estancla valley.
The liberal cash piU.'S offered for forepart of last week the residents at
Secretary Garfield when In New
the tournament la attr.u-inwide at- the eastern end of Robinson park no- Mexico lust week saw a magnlflcant
tention. The teams already entered ticed a man, emaciated and pitiful, fun rise from the heights of Moun
In the tournament are one from las lying on the grass or on a bench In the talnalr. but he did not see one of the
Vegas, one representing Santa Fe, onj park. He stayed in tne one place so greatest geological wonders of the
In the long at a time that the neighbors southwest.
representing several town
Pecos valley and the American LumInupon
to
themselves
For years, as far back as the an
took
ber company fire department. Albu- vestigate his case.
was learned nals of the country reach, salt fine
It
querque may also be represented by that he was destitute and that he had and pure and strong has been taken
a team composed of tho members of no sheltered place to sleep. He waa from these lakes In the Estancla valthe "Old Timers ' lire team, which offered food, but he could not eat. ley with shovels
hauled
represented Albuquerque years ago at He accepted milk, which was the country throughoutandand traded the
by
conventions and tournaments.
only nourishment his stomach could enterprising natives for wheat, corn
Mr. Dettlebach said this morning stand.
He refused offers of a shel- chill and other commodities of money
that he had Intended to stop at So- tered place to sleep, maintaining
value. Yet there has been no decorro as he returned from Las Cru- he. wished to sleep In the open that
air. crease in the supply. A wagon
ces but rain was falling there when The charitable neighbors provided may be shoveled out of a part of load
one
the train arrived and he UJdn't feel him with blankets and the unfor- of the lakes today, a week from now
like getting wtt.
tunate stranger was made as com- tne hole is tilled with salt again.
fortable as It was possible for one in
saw a
Where General Torrance
pasture
his condition to be. He was contentvast expanse of unbroken
ed, or as much so as he could be unago,
years
five
land
when he first
VAUDEVILLE
THEATRE toder the circumstances,
for he seemed visited the t,stancla valley, yesterday
suffer much pain and lay for the and the clay before he saw hundreds
most part with his face downward on of farm houses and prosperous fields
the grasR. Sleeping out was no hard growing grain, and busy villages.
ship on the warm nights of last week
NOW A CER
but the subsequent change in the
DeWltt's Kidney and Bladder Pills
weather put a different aspect on the are best for bockache and weak kid
proposllton.
There came a night neys. Sold by J. II. O'Rlelly & Co.
when It rained, and the stranger was
TAINTY
drenched.
Then the neighbors felt
that he should receive the attention
Mrs. H. B. Ray,
of the authorities.
SCHWARTZMAN
& WITH
Benepresident of the
was
association
volent
notified and
Lease Is Arranged For Open- through her effort a tent
on New
York avenue was provided for HanMeat, Poultry and Fish
ing Performance Sepna by the Epworth. League of the
Methodist church.
In this tent Hanna Js as comforttember 15.
211 W. Central, Tel. S28
...
nojxues.".
able as possible and. dally receives
medical attention from City PhysiCams and la supplied with what
The Crystal Theater company will cian
ltttln fnnri i neeria hv Vtnf1.Vioat.tpH
ON open a play house In Albuquerque. citizens
Interested In his sad case.
This became a certainty today when
City Physician
Cams said this
D. H. Cordler, manager for the com- ' morning
that it Is no common thing
pany, agreed to accept the terms of for strangers,
tubercu-- ;
afflicted
a lease drawn up by B. A. Sleyster, losls to arrive pennilesswith
SIDEWALKS MUST
in the city
agent for the old armory building, and sleep out In the open.
Most of
120 West Gold avenue and Mr. Slev-stto
these persons come here too
agreed in turn to permit
his be benefited by the climate, yetlate
client's building
being transformed mere is a spars, oi me leu, tneywhile
reBE STOPPED
into a theater.
a hope of recovery.
"The work of transformation will tainHanna
says he is an expert mabegin at once," said Mr. Cordier this chinist,
has not been able to
afternoon. "The floor will be raised work forbuta long
time on account of
in the front and tilted toward
the his disease. He Is a middle-age- d
d
John Sautell, a
man,
messenger boy. was arraigned before rear, where will be erected a stage. neat appearing and evidently deserv- tho Serious Consequences of Long
second story floor will be taken ing of assistance in his unfortunate
Police Judge Craig this morning on The
Continued
the charge of riding on the sidewalk aout completely, with the exception of condition.
shelf of several feet in the front,
KYE STRAIN?
with his bicycle
The boy pleaded which
guilty and was sentenced to pay a cony. will be made into a small balThe stage loft will be ar
tine of S5 or go to Jail for five days
above all possessions is the
He was given a severe reprimand and ranged near the roof, where the secJACK JONES Priceless
story
Eyesight. If you suffer from Head
is now. The scenerv will
after being locked up in the dark cell ond
the same as any theater. The
aches after using the eyes for a pera short time the judge suspended the be
capacity as near as I can fig
sentence during good behavior.
In seating
iod, or If you have poor vision, SEE
spite of the repeated warnings by the ure at present will be between 6o0
US. Your Eyes Tested, and an Hon
and 600. We hope to be able to
police the boye persist In riding on open
for business by September 15.
est Opinion as to their needs FKEK
the sidewalks. Several ladies of late
have had their gowns damaged by Our prices will be 10, 20 and 30
O.
being run Into by boys on wheels. cents."
T
Many complaints are made against
Central Ave. Phone 452.
Ill
the practice of riding on the sidewalk
and in the future boys disregarding
the city ordinance in regard to this
orter.se will be severely dealt wltn
a Reliable Dentist
Thomas Jones, a lumberjack in the Consult
employ of the American Lumber comOirit GOODS AND PIUCKS KATIS.
Mrs. Charles Weston, aged 28 years, pany
in the Zuni mountains, was Full Sot
of Teeth
FV OIK ITHrrOMKltS AT
died last night at 7:30 o'clock at her brought to the city last night by OfALL TIMES.
$1.50 up
home on East Central avenue. With ficer G. F. Murray, of the mounted Gold lilllng
10c her husband and little daughter sho police, and turned
Small .brass pad locks
over here this Gold Crowns
to
20c came here recently from Murphrees-borMedium size steel pad locks
s,
morning to Deputy ShtirtfT Jesus
6 lever pad locks
25c
111., where the family is well
of Valencia county. Jones wad Painless Extracting.. . 50c
15c known. She suffered from lung trou- taken to Los Lunas today and placed
Dust goggles
Folding lunch boxes
12c ble and did not come to Albuquerque In the Valencia county Jail to await ALL WORK ARSOMTFLY GUARBoys "mule skin" stockings, 20c
ANTEED.
In time for any relief. Her husband trial for assault with Intent to murto
and a little daughter survive. The der.
Boys caps
16c funeral took place
Jones Is charged with assaulting a
this afternoon
A nice line of boys knee pants... 60c from Strong's chapel, at 2 o'clock; boy by the names of Jesus Gonzales
Boys shirts, 36c and
60c Interment in Falrview cemetary. The at the McGaffey camp In the Zunl
Hoys waists In all colors. 26c to. . .60c services were conducted by Rev. Luk-en- s mountains on August 18. According
Boys suspenders, 10c to
20c
and appropriate music was ren- to the complaint Jones struck the
boy with a piece of Iron pipe over
Hamilton Brown shoes for school
dered by Mrs. Collins.
boys, 11.50 to
$2.60
three feet long and two Inches thick
and knocked him senseless. Gonzales
Hamilton Brown shoes for school
DRS. COPP and PETTTT.
girls, U.60 to
is
in a precarious condition at Kett-ne- r,
$3.60 UNIVERSAL
PEACE
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO IlLDG.
having never recovered from
We carry a full line of tex tbooks.
the assault.
THE MAZK
to Officer Murray, Jones
Vm. Kieke, Proprietor.
CONFERENCE
MEETS hasAccording
a very bad record. Previous to 2xjxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxrxxxx
Tne
tela n
assaulting
De Witt's Little Early risers don't
Gonzales he assaulted
Morris O'Keefe. a foreman for the M
sicken or gripe. Small pills, easy to
American Lumber company In the
take. Sold by J. H. O" Welly & Co.
Mystic, Conn., August
22.
Advocates for universal peace from many tim ber.
eastern states gathered In the peace
120 South Fourth St.
temple at Mystic Grove today to open
the forty-firannual conference of SCOURING 30,000
Hair Drcttiof
Fdal Miiit
the Universal Peace association. The
Shampooing
Of Clothing. Shoes, Hats, UnderElectroktil
address of welcome was made
wear, Ladles Skirts and Waists, now usual
Scalp
Treatment
by
Manlcurlof
H. Love, of Philadelphia,
going on at the Cash Buyers Union. this Alfred
POUNDS OF WOOL A DAY
Children'! Hair Cutting
morning as president of the naAll remaining summer goods must tional body, and
President
James
be sold regardless of cost.
Watrous, of the Connecticut Dranch,
We manufacture all kinds
About 50 pair of Ladies Oxfords, responded.
of Ladles' Hair Goods. ComM.
C.
manager
Wilkinson,
former price $1.25. $1.50 and $2 to
the
of
The preliminary roll call showed Albuquerque Wool Scouring
plete line of Switches, Pompago at $1.00 per pair.
Mills
deltgatts presrnt from twenty-thre- e
dours, Puffs. Wigs, etc.
3
All Children's Oxfords
off HtaU--s and maritime provinces and company, said this morning that the
We curry a complete line
Mens $2.75 Oxfords
$2.00 one each from England, Cuba, Japan plant north of the city was running
of Alleen Berg's Celebrated
night and day and turning out 30.nn.,
Mens $2.00 Oxfords
$1.60 and Mexico.
Creams and Tonics, which are
piund of the snow white product
Boys $1.75 Oxfords
1.25
Today Prof. Daniel Batcheller, of every
especially prepared
for this
twenty-fou- r
hours.
20 per cent discount on all mens Philadelphia,
of
James H. Earle,
climate. Your patronage Is reScouring
wool
Wilat
this
Mr.
rate.
and boys Suits.
Mass.,
McDowNewtun.
William
and
spectfully
solicited.
20 per cent discount on all mens ell, of New York, and Mrs. Suxan S. kinson siiys that the company has
sultlcieni wool to keep the mill
and boys trousers.
spoke, the last named on stored
going the remainder of the year, and
Big lot mens sample shirts
39c "Political Deals and Peace."
Mr. and Mrs. James Slaughter,
doubtn if the season's run will be
Mens silk finish 50c undershirts. . 35c
completed before early next year.
tiroccries.
Priprietors
Dr. Shoop'i Ninwy men and women axe employed
Gt a free sampleourofstore.
15c
Good pkg coffee per lt
If rea it the mill at present.
35c M. & J. Coffee, per lb
25c "Health Coffee" at
I
Good quality canned peaches, grapes, coffee disturbs your Stomach, your
plums and green gages ..15c can Heart or Kidneys, then try this clever
Dr. Shoop hat
75c Tea
60c Coffee imitation.
40c closely matched Old Java and Mocha
50c Tea
Gal. Best Syrup
45c Coffee In flavor and taste, yet It nav
25c not a single grain of real Coffee In it.
Walker Bakers Cocoa
109 North First St.
17 lbs sugar for $1 with a Grocery Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee Imltatlor,
Is made from pure toasted grains or
Order.
All
of
Kindt Indian and Uaxlean Goods. Vbt Cboepoit
cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc.
Mada
CASH BUYER'S VXIO.V,
Plaoa to buy Navajo Blaakttt and Uoxlean Drawn Work
In a minute. No tedious- wait
You
123 X. beoond SU
A by C. U.
will surely like It.
Mall Oram ra Carofuily and Promptly FIliad.
Brigham.
That

Against

A. XI. Dettlebach, secretary of the
New Mexico Association of Firemen,
who returned this morning from a

!

Under Savoy Hotel
SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

CE.

--

;"O0X50CKDCO0CCC

Superior Lumber and Mill

Go.

We have the only planing mill In the southwest that Is equipped to make Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts and Fixtures or
anything that a first class planing mill Is expected to do at reasonable prices. Write or call on us before placing your order for mill
work.
SOUTH

I

VIADUCT

OF

AlBOOUEROUE.

'0O0C00C00OCC0S

N. M.

,

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
n
and Delivered.
Orders Given
Prompt ttention
LET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque, N. Afex.
Out-of-tow-

109-- 1

1

W. Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel.

1

Tel. 480

opxcxDoaxxxxxxcx

THE VALLEY RANCH
If you want to get to a. cool place In a hurry, wire ea at
N. M., telling us what train yon will take and com on up.
Glor-lot-

a,

Our wagon will meet yon.
The round trip fare to Glorlota Is $5.60; the stage fare to the
ranch Is $1 and the rate at the ranch Is $8 per week.
We will try to see that you have a good time. The fishing la
good.

IS

THE VALLEY RANCH

Ptco., New Mexico

an

BICYCLES

Whose Fault Is It?

The plan of your new house mar
be correct, but unless you have food
building material you're going to be
disappointed "That's What!" "IVa
up to you" to Insist that every stick
of lumber that goes Into your house
comes from this house then you'll
get the right thing at the right price
very time.

Do You Realize

,

er

OPEN.
Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays
and Sundays, 10 to 12 a. in., 2 to
5 p. m., 7:30 to 10:30 p. m.
Friday Nights Ileserved for Pri-- i
vate Skating Fartlea.
Admission, Including Skates, 35c

IiAJIES FREE.

C. F. Allen
Cornices, Sky
Lights, Stock
and Storage
Tanks, H o t

Galvanized

Air

furnaces,

Tin

Rooting,

Guttering, etc.

Jobbing

General

305 West Gold
AdmiwHiorii lOc
45 Minutes of Amusement

Crystal Theatre
Program:
A ClMvky Traveler.

Heating tlie 4Uillonl.
Uttlo Statue
Vngratcful Itegrur.
Ik-ule- r.

l'lerrot'a

CJrlef.

An Vidiu'ky Ihiy.
Stetiling Ttiualtoex.
Songs:
In After Years When I Am Old.
Nobody Sxiiiis to Ixive Mo Now.

0
J.

11.

fctXJTTI,

Musical Director.

RIO

CI

TIZEN

HELP YOUR

BUSINESS

LUMBER

CO.

Phone 8

Corner Third and Marquette

fifteen-year-ol-

These Are
Carriage

SERIOUS

C.

o,

CARNES,

I

D.

and
Low Prices
Dn vnti IntAnA tiiivlnr
efilcle ti enlov the aummer months? If von
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
many
styles
good
we have
within the range of modest Incomes.

I

Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see

ua

L

Albuquerque Carriage
SPENDING
TOO MUCH MONEY?

Beauty Parlors

n

st

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE

WM. DOLDE

Co.

Corner First and TIJeras Road.

far

Big Cut Price Sale

Buying

1 1 1'.i . .. "i

Easy Terms

$8 I

Gal-lego-

-'

'

Days

"I

A certain man opened a checking Account
with us not long ago. He deposited in the
Bank what cash he had, and paid all bills
by check. Before long, he discovered that he
was earning; enough and spending too much.
His checking account gave him a complete
record of all receipts and expenditures. To-ta-y,
this man is saving regularly because be
opened a ch eking account with us. You
can have the same experience at no expense.

WE INVITE YOUR ACCOUNT

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

IfIIIiriIIItTIITIITTTTn

ADVERTISEMENTS
IM THE
ALBUQUERQUE

GRANDE

PATTEHSON

IV.

Livery
nri UonrclinL;
Vct Silver Avenue.
1

311-31-

3

AUtL'Vl KKQIK, NEW MEXICO.

fe--i

tllcjTelephone

57.

Citizen Want Ads for Results

PAGE SIX.

ALBUQUERQUE

ANNUAL REPOR

I GOLIATH

OF SURVEYOR

BIGGEST

01

L

HAULS TRAIN

EYENTFTO

CITIZEN--

.

THURSDAY. AUGUST
WITH AMPIJ3 MEANS

E ON EARTH,

EXCURSIONS

AVD UNSCIIPASSFD FACILITIES

MILES LONG WITH EASE

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

GENERAL

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PUOPEIl ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

To Colorado and east-epoints. On sale daily

CAPITAL

m

itt

Interesting Document Show
lng WorK of District For
Past Year.

-?

turn

jji

at

J$ sasJVMMPP

i

Morgan O. Llewellyn for
year ending- June SO. last.
Is an Interesting
document
and
hows that a large amount of work
Is embraced within the district of
New Mexico, over which Mr. Llewellyn has Jurisdiction. Following is a
synopsis of the report:
During the year plats and descriptive lists have been furnished to district land offices at follows:
Township Plats Santa Fe, 8; Las
Cruces, 2; Roswell, 8; Clayton, 0. Total. 8.
Small Holding Plats Santa Fe, 8;
Las Cruces, 7; Roswell, 0; Clayton,
0. Total, 12.
Mineral Plats Santa Fe, C; Las
Cruces, 27; Roswell, 1; Clayton 0.
Total, 84.
Amended Township
Plats Santa
Fe, 4; Las Cruce, 1; Roswell, 0;
jinyion, . Total, 6.
Descriptive Sheets Santa Fe, 6;
La a Cruces, 4;. Roswell, 6; Clayton,
.
Total, 16.
Diagram Plats Santa Fe, 84.
This makes a. total of 108 for
Santa Fe, 41 for Las Cruces, 10 for
Roswell and a grand total of all
kinds of plats for the several land
offices of IBS.
The mineral surveys wero as follows:
Mining claims approved
during
yer, 132; surveys ordered, returns
yet
filed (locations), 17.
not
Small Holding Claims.
There were 1,247 filings embracing
2,897 tracts surveyed, platted, transcribed and transmitted for approval.
Of these, 1,158 filings consisting of
2.223 tracks have been approved and
1 filings
of 174 tracts are awaiting
approval by the general land office.
There are approximately 3,242 filings
of some 8,108 tracts yet to be surveyed.
says that
The surveyor general
owing to the low rate of mileage
now paid that deputy surveyors are
loath to accept contracts for the
platting of small holding claims and
he recommends that the law in this
case be changed so as to allow the
awarding of contracts for all small
holding surveys at per diem rates
whether the same are In townships
heretofore surveyed or In townships
to be surveyed, in order that this
embarrassment may be removed.
All private land claims confirmed
toy the United States court of private
land claims have been surveyed,
while the survey of two private land
by congress are
claims confirmed
pending, awaiting field examination,
completed
during the fls- and will be
Oaneral

-

"Gollnir

tho mw iK.m giant of til
Susquehanna.
Pa., Aug. 22. All
the wheat raided in this vicinity. If
Lry. acre ln 28 square
miles was
rich In grain, could be hauled away
by one engine of the Krie
which has Just received from road
the
American
Locomotive shops at
Schnectady.
This is "Gollah." the biggest locomotive In the world.
It has Just
been built and delivered to the Erie.
It can pull a train load of wheat
two miles long at a speed of eight
miles an hour.
This giant of the world of mechanism is only a helper engine. It
has been brought here to aid tne
freight engines of the Erie railroad
In the eight miles ell in b
betwpnn
Susquehanna and Qulf Summit.
By the USfl Of ih hBlnar ancrlna
the freight trains of the Erie will
be pushed over the hill, and no
longer broken up Into sections and
handled by two or three small engines on the hill climb.
1

cal year ending June 30, 1908. The'
01 inese iwo claims has been
completed and an examination
made
In the field, but corrections were ordered which has delayed the work.
Of 320,000 apportioned
to New
Mexico for public surveys during the
fiscal year, contracts for surveys to
the amount
of 318,469.50
were
awarded and 326.65 was expended
for advertising.
Additional Draftsman Needed.
In closing his report the surveyor
general recommends that steps be
taken to insure more prompt action
on applications for public surveys as
under the system now ln force applications forwarded promptly have
not been acted on for many months,
many remaining in the hands of the
examiner for a year or more. The
clerical work of the office here on
current business is up to date and
all matters filed are taken up Immediately. However, owing to a large
number of amended township plats
to be constructed which cannot be
done with the present
force of
clerks and appropriations for salIt
aries,
is recommended that the
appropriation be so increased as to
rmit the employment of an additional draftsman.

o locomotive Morltl. Compare liliu w ltli tho nuui stumllng near tender.
To get an J.lea of the Immensity glne becomes a compound and the
of this locomotive, It is necessary low
pressure cylinders operate on
10 compare it with others. The
cylinders In front are larger than the boilers of dozens of engines. Their diameter Is 39 inches.
A
man standing ln the
smokebox at the front end of the
huge boiler would have to reach
two feet above his head to touch the
boiler's rim.
The top of the cab of this locomotive, as shown In the illustration,
is Just 2
times higher than the
engineer standing on the ground. In
words,
It
is 17 feet from the
other
ground to the cab roof.
I fig lloll.r
The boiler Is nearly 35 feet In
length, twice the length of those
on ordinary
locomotives.
It rests
on two
sets
of
eight wheels
each. There are two sets of cylinders.
One high pressure set drives
the
rear wheels, and is entirely separate
from the low pressure set in front.
When both are used at once the en- six-fo- ot

1-

tho exhaust steam of the rear ones.
An arrangement Is at the command of the engineer which enables him to throw live steam into
the forward cylinders and thus get
greater speed.
The makers of this monster locomotive solved many Important
problems in Us construction.
One
was to make an engine
of such
length turn the curves without tearing up the track or becoming derailed. This was solved by placing the
front end of the boiler on a pivot
connected with the forward wheel
base.
In spite of the fact that the engine weighs 286 2 tons and must
drive with fearful force to pull a
load of 10,000 tons, the shock to
:he rails and roadbed at the point of
mpact Is said to be less than with
nost engines. The reason for this
s that the weight and driving force
ire distributed over 16 drive wheels.

top and extended far enough down on
the sides to be sealed with a wax Impression. Attached to the urn was a
neatly printed death certificate on a
IN POSTAUGUR HOLE card. From San Francisco to Jeffer
sonville the urn was carried ln a
traveling satchel by the widow. In
depositing the urn a hole Just large
Duluth, Minn., August
22.
The enough to admit It was made with a
Incinerated remains of Harry C. Bel-ll- s. posthole digger for the depth of six
who died In San Francisco, Cal., feet.
May 25, were given final Interment
in JefTersonvllle yesterday afternoon
NOTICE IXU PUBLICATION.
and the burial was the first of lu
kind in that city. Mr. Bellls was a Department
of the Interior, Land Ofmember of Jeffersonville Lodge No.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., August 20.
340, Free and Accepted Masons, and
1907.
that organization officiated at the
Notice Is hereby given that Miguel
grave. Mrs. Bellls arrived from San
of Old Albuquerque, N. M.,
Francisco several days ago, bringing Lopez,
has filed notice of his intention to
the ashes with her and Js stopping make
final
five year proof in support
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Gran- of his claim,
viz: Homestead Entry
ville McLellan, who are old friends. No. 9473,
made May 25, 1906, for
The ashes were kept there until yes- the
EH. &WA. Lots 3 and 4. Section
terday, when the urn containing
i. Township 10N.. Range 6E., and
them was removed to the undertak- that
said proof will be made before
ing chapel of E. M. Cots Sons, where
Clerk of Bernalillo County
the Masons assembled before going Probate
Albuquerque, N. M., on October 5,
to the cemetery.
The urn containing the ashes was
He names the following witnesses
the first seen in Jeffersonville, and to prove his continuous
residence upit attracted considerable attention. on, and cultivation of, the
land, ris:
The receptable is of copper
and
Frederlo
Qallegos.
Dario
Chavez,
about the size of a three-quabuck- Jose
Lion
Jaramlllo.
Venceslado
g
De Witt's Carbonised Witch Hazel et, but has no .bail. The lid Is
Uriego, all of Albuqueraue. N M
and after the urn was filled
Salve penetrates the pores and heals
MANUEL R. OTERO,
quickly. Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly & Co. and closed a ribbon was run over the
Register.

"urve--

BURIED

THE HUSBAND

rt

tight-fittin-

$ 150,000.00

Officer and Directors:

until Sept 30th. Return limit October 3 lit.
Rates to principal points.

Santa Fe, N. M.t August 22. The
report of United States Surveyor

Vfie fiscal

im.

B2.

SOLOMON

W. S.

UNA, President.

STKICKLI-nt-

w.

Vloo President and Cnshlor.

j

jomVSOV.

Denver and return $23.70,
Colorado Springs and return
$20.75, Pueblo and return
$18.95, Chicago and return
$53.30, St. Louis and return
$52.90, Kansas City and return $44.55, Norfolk and
(60 day limit) $72.90.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Account I. O. O. F., Sovereign Grand Lodge.

ALBUQUKBQUm

William Mcintosh,

Cashier.

j. c. ualdridge,

A. M. BLACKWELL

re-tu- rn

St. Paul

ALstnt
O. E. CROMWELL.

NSW MCXICO

or Minneapolis and

return $52.10. Tickets on
sale Sept 12, 13, 14, 15 and
16. Return limit Oct. 2, 07.
Call at Ticket Office for Par-

Capital and surplus, $100,000

ticulars.
INTEREST
T

E.

PUROY,

ALLOWED

ON

Agent.

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

irrrtiUTiuuiu
Merchants

of Albuquerque.
If
y
the business men of Albu- querque can assist materially ln
advertising the big fair,
by
bringing to The Citizen office
their
business envelopes .....
and.1
A havlnar on
i
upon the reverse side. The fair
association will pay all charges.
the management urges all e
' and
who are Interested in its success f
to
themselves of tnls
f meansavailof rendering
assistance.
All

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

irlviii-tlunmn-

ALBUQUERQUE,

OmCKR AND OIBCCTORB
JOSHUA 8. RATNOEDS
.'
Prwldral
ML W. FLOURNOT
ilC9

Krtttiiiitm

KILLthe

and

CURE

WITH

niANK McKM
R. A. FROiT

cough
LUNGS

u.

Dr. King's

Oouchs
OLDS

WPjLL

THROAT

AMUUat

H. F. RAYNOLDI

THE

PrIdnt
CuUw
Cshlw

Dir.eto
m.

DKoiTarr

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus, and ProflU
Depositary Isr Atchlssa, Toftcka

Nov; Discovory
FOR

NEW MEXICO

a

I506.M M
$25,0OO.M
Santa Fa hallway Company

PRICK

Trial Bottls FtM
ND LUNG TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED SATISFAOXO&Yj

A BANK FOR
ALL THE PEOPLE

ALL THE TIME
STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE
2ad and Cotd

2nd mod Cold

See Him Pull Leather!

Whoop-e-e-e-e- !

THE BIG FAIR
New Mexico's

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Annual
Territorial Fair Association
Twenty-Sevent- h

Wholesale Grocers

7 to 12
OCTOBER
ALBUQUERQUE. NEWINCLUSIVE
MEXICO

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Wild West in the Real West

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Busting

Broncho

I

Bucking Bulls

riders in the territories,
among the cowmen, will attempt
to break a bunch of "outlaw''
Best

Relay Racing

Native Sports

Exciting five-mil- e
contests by the
most nimble riders and mounts

"Gallo" racing, "Palitto" or native
"shinny", pony and burro races,

in the southwest
A

RAILAY

etc, etc

Continuous
A
,

J. A. WEINMAN
President

"m"

W

Carnival

of

jvxji;w.
W

A

-v

Dangerous
.

IJAXjF'

Deeds

and

Fool-Hard-

y

JAY A. HUBBS
Manager

"OLD HKL1ABUB."

I

Secretary

1171.

FLOUR, GRAIN .AND PROVISIONS
1
2

Carnaa tha largest and Moat Bxc1u.1t. Stock of Staol.
Groc.rl..
In

tha Southwest

i

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

.

ROY A. STAMM

ESTABLISHED

H. B. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE CROCER

Fun

fare or better

!

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Though plenty attempt it, not
one buster in a thousand can stay
on a real bucking bull

horses

7

RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.

0oooxfKK

OIKaKaKKeeCKKK
OOX)X5tX3aX0-J0tX- 0

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

Tbe telephone makes the
.duties lighter, tbe cares leas

and the worries fewer.
TOU NE1

A

The
telephone
preserve
your health, prolong.
uie

jur

and protects your home.
TELEPHONE

IN TOUR HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

1

ALBCQDERQT3E

THURSDAY, AUGUST 23, 1007.

NAVAJO INDIANS SAYS
BUY BEST OF

LEVIN

IS

EMPLOYE

Ft. Petiance, Arlx., Aug.,
22.
Tne Navajo Indian, despite his reputation, as an Arab and
nomad of the American continent, la
the moat Industrious and commercially productive of all uncivilized
people. He In a mort prolific sheep
and horse raiser, but
the place
where the Navajo reigns supreme Is
In the manufacture of the, famous
Navajo blankets and silver ware.
With her rude loom and carding
1001 xne isavajo woman turns out an
article of such commercial
valae
that It is estimated to bring In to
the tribe over a quarter of a million
dollars each year. It Is estimated
that the output of bracelets and other silver trinkets will net another
fifty or seventy-fiv- e
dol
thousand
lars.
Two Indian tradino
firms alone.
those of Senator 8. E. Aldrioh nt
Manuelite and Round Rock, and of
v. bi. cotton at Oallup, N. M., buy
and sell upwards of one hundred
thousand dollars worth of blankets
annually, and C. N. Cotton furnshes
to
the Navajo silversmiths two
thousand dollars worth of Mexican
dollars each month.
The Mexican
dollars are considered better for
JNavajo jewelry than silver
bullion
for two reasons:
First, for cheap
ness, the dollar being ten
cents
cheaper an ounce; and second for its
hardness, the bullion silver being so
soft that It does not wear well and
Is not so easily handled at the dusky
smun s rorge,
A Good Buyer
And the Navalo is a enod huver
he does not produce o aide of his
sheep twenty-fiv- e
per cent of what
he eats and drinks. Of course his
sheep and horses furnishes him over
fifty per cent of his total food supply, and the present Navajo depends
very little on game for his food sup
ply.
But when he buys he is not nig
gardly, he wants the beet. The flour
sold on the Navajo reservation is the
best quality the market alTords, and
he or rather, she, will not take any
other. At Round Rock, a hundred
mllet Inland, it may cost four dol
lars a hundred, but good flour he
must, and does buy. When he buys
shoes, no shoddy for him. When a
prominent trader was recently offer
ing a pair or cheap shoes to a Nava
Ja, the Navajo asked If he. the trad
er, would wear them himself. When
the trader said "no," the Navajo
answered, "well I'm as good as you."
and he bought the best the store
afforded.

rpeciai.)

Piles get qulc and certain relief
from Dr. Snoop's Magic Ointment
Please note it Is made alone for
Piles, and ItaacUott'-toposltiTa-ancertain. Itching, painful, protruding
or blind plies disappear like magic by
Large nickel-cappe- d
glass
its use.
Jars 60 cents. Sold by al dealers,
NATIONAL FOREST

RESERVE AFFAIRS
Blink

a
and Sun Francisco
Mountain Tract) are Making
Many Improvements
and a
Suk-mliShowing.
M-s-

R. W. Molter has been appointed
forest guard for the Black Mesa national forest, and will be stationed

at i'lne.
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These Ads Reach More People Daily Than You Can $ee in a Month I
FOR RENT

WANTED

OPPORTUNITIES

FOR RENT Light, airy
WANTED Good carpenters, waiters
The lengthy article recently print
rooms for rooming or light
and waitresses; also good cooks,
ed In the Pheonlx Democrat and oth
housekeeping.
All rooms opening
for small crews; good wages,
er papers in the southern part of the
on the outside. Price, $1 per week
for small crews; good wages. Come
in
territory,
which F. H. Lewis
and up. Mlnneapill
House, $24
and see us If you want employclaims to be a member of the forest
touth Second. A. T. Djvjie,
ment.
service.
stationed near FltiKtnfir.
Colbiirn's
giving an alleged Interview FOR
and
RENT Pleasant
furnished
Employment Agency
witn Lievln, was called to the attenroom
lady
good
to
in
10t West Silver Ave.
health.
$28
Phono 480
tion of Forest Supervtsor F. S. Breen
South Arno street.
who has charge of the three laree
WANTED A wash woman. Apply
forests in the northern part of the FOR RENT Anynumber of rooms
09 Eleventh Street
furnished to suit tenant. Also five WANTED toy young lady,
territory. Mr. Breen said:
not an inroom cottage nicely furnished, with
"There is no such person as Levin
valid,' board and room In private
piano. Apply 110 East Coal
employed on the national forests In
family.
Protestant
Reference furthis vicinity, nor has there been for
nished. Address Miss M. W., care
tne past ten years. From the article FOR RENT Pleasant, well furnishCitizen
office.
he is apparently not verv well in
ed front rooms, near business center; rates reasonable.
at 324
formed as to range conditions, for
Corner WANTED A washwoman
South Edith street.
tne ranges are in a better condition
Sixth and Rallroad.Apply at rear.
now than they have been for years. FORREN'T Several small "cottage, WANTED An engineer's
assistant.
Stock Is geneiAlly in better shape,
State age and experience. Address
all nicely furnished for housekeepwne
and beef is being shipped oft the
Co.,
Socorro
Klmendorf, N. M.
ing. J. B. Block, Jemei Hot
range, and has been shipped for the
Springs, N. M.
WANTED HIGH CLASS PROPOSIpast two years. Stockmen sre having
TION Life insurance agents wantRENTA few nicely furnished
fewer trouhle than they have had FOR
ed in all parts of New Mexico by a
rooms, with use of bath, very reafor years. Differences of opinion ocLegal Reserve company. Splendid
sonable; no Invalids. Hotel Cralge,
casionally arise among stockmen.but
contract for good men.
Call or
Silver avenue, between First and
as a matter of fact fewer disputes
M. F. Sherfesee, S24 South
write
second streets.
occur now tnan formerly; the divisEdith
street,
Albuquerque.
ion of range has in a great measure FOR RENT More people who need
Three bell boys'at
the
settled old "water hole" arguments,
a house, a room or a ranch, will WANTED
Alva.ra.do hotel.
see this ad. today, than even a real
and limiting the number of head allowed within the national forests has
estate agent could interview In a WANTED ? You can get It through
prevented trouble, as all are Klven
long time.
mis column.
range
upon
graze,
to
sufficient
which
ROOM Foil
RENT Corner C?oT! WANTED To buy all kinds of
Freventlnflr Ovpnrrnjtlnor
and Walter. Suitable for teachers
furniture. Scheer & Warlick,
"By preventing
overgrazing
the
or pupils. Southeast corner.
205 East Central avenue.
ranges are getting better and better
WANTED A good delivery horse.
each year. The drought was broken
Scheer & Warlick, The New FurniFOR SALE
about four years ago, and since that
ture Store, 206 East Central avetime stockmen have been more prosnue.
perous than for the previous fifteen
FOR
SAU3
An
safe,
Iron
new.
In WANTED Girl for general houseyears. Forest fires have done no
quire no west Gold avenue.
damage in the past four years to ma
work.
Cook
preferred.
Good
FOR
SALE
bargain,
a
wsges. Mrs. A. B. McGaffey, 1123
At
timber,
un
and
do.
seldom
tured
furniture
of a
less undergrowth Is heavy and there
rooming house. Must
Tijeras avenue.
sell at once. Apply 217
Is a drought on. The damage is to
South WANTED A good bookkeeper.
Second street.
reproduction, which, while having no
with references. The Socorro
immediate commercial value, is one FOR
SALE Five-roomodern
Co., Elmendorf, N. M.
of the most important features
of
house, most fashionable district in WANTED
Girl for "general housethe forest to protect, not only for a
city. Cheap if sold at once. B. N.
work, first class wages to right
future crop of timber, but for the
Citizen.
party.
Call 624 Copper avenue, af-tprotection afforded by it to the wa FOR" SALE OR RENT A newly
6 p. m. Mrs. Robt. Putney.
ter sheds.
nouse, with 150 feet front
duiii
"The amount Mr. Levin
claims
grouna. inquire sis North Sixth WANTED Ladles desiring Millinery
was spent in tree planting and nursat less than cost to call on Mlas
street. Owner.
ery work In Nebraska, $1,800,000, Is
Crane. 612 North
Second street.
really more money than was appro- FOR SALE A first class unused
Millinery and dressmaking parlors;
priated by Congress for the entire
so
ap
to
City
al
prentices
the
ticket
of Mexico and
wanted.
work of the forest
service In the
return. Address "Ticket," care WANTED A string bass. Call or
United States during the past two
omce.
vinzen
address
110
West Gold avenue.
years.
Consequently, one-tenthe
SALE Some people prefer t'o WANTED Capable
to
salesman
amount would be much nearer the FOR
pay
per
cover
6
agents
New
Mexico
cent
with staple line,
commission
amount expended In tree planting
high commissions with $100 monthon their sale, others advertise In
experiments in Nebraska."
ly advance. Permanent position to
this column.
right man. Jess H. Smith Co, De- FOR SALE Half Interest in estab
iron, jnicmgan
GALLUP'S NEW COURT
Bred-tllshed poultry business.
Situation. Outside work
Lay Poultry Yards. J. T. Harcer. WANTED
by a young man who is a hustler
prop., 12th street and Mountain
and willing to work. Address Box
road.
HOUSE IS A BEAUTY
vj, r .
care citizen office.
FOR SALE Special low rates. To WANTED Situation.
Young man",
vinvagu, oi.
ana ixansas
23 years of age, desires permanent
City. One way or round trip ticposition with a good reliable firm.
New Structure Is Beginning to As
kets furnished in any part of the
Have had three years' general ofsume Slutpc Mining and OtlK-- r
United States. Low rates to Califice experience as bill clerk on a
Newst of Carbon City.
fornia. See us B 4 U buy. Moore's
typewriter and can furnish refer-ence- s
Ticket Office, 113 Central avenue.
if desired. Please address
Galhip. N. M.. Ausr.. 22. (Pnec
Member American Ticket Brokers'
"x c, L. L.. care Citizen office
ial.) The new McKinley
county
Association.
court house is well under way, the
first story of both the court house
LOST
FOUND
The Limit of IJle.
completed
and county Jail being
The building is of beautiful
pink
The most eminent medical sclent. LOST An opportunity If you did no
sandstone which Is quarried from a Itsts are unanimous In the conclusion
use these columns.
mil adjacent to the city. The struc- that the generally accepted limitature is to cost $28,000 and is to be tion of human life Is many years be- FOUND Through The Albuquerque
mzen.
paid for out of the savings of the low the attainment possible with the
county. No bonds have been Issued advanced knowledge of which
r OUND Gold watch
chain and
the
for this needed county improvement, race Is now possessed. The critical
charm. Owner can have same by
McKinley county is in the best fi period, that determines Its duration.
piovuig property ai tnis ornce.
nancial condition of any In the ter seems to be between 60 and 60; the LOST A Japanese
pocketbbok In
ritory. The present board Is com- proper care of the body during this
oiue-gra- y
silk handwork with oxiposed of Thos.
Patterson. W. H. decade cannot be too stronelv urred:
dized
silver
chains
and
trlmmlnen
Morris and John Gordon.
carelessness then being fatal to longContents. 1 oxidized silver nen. 1
Messrs Tom and John Hodgeson evity. Nature's best helper after 60
bill, 1 silver dollar. Own
will leave with their families
this is tieciric uitters, the scientific tonic
er win pay $26 reward in addition
week for southern California Rev. medicine that revitalizes everv orean
to
$11
the
contained bv thn mi run
S. Robert and
Hodgeson, of the body. Guaranteed by all drugMark
If purse and pen are returned to
brothers, are already located in Cal gists. 60c.
mis omce.
ifornia. The whole family will event
ually move to the land of sunshine
......
o
..v
i
tui
ncui,
and sea breeze.
The aged father, "Board," etc., for sale at the office of
SubscrllKi for Tlie Citizen and get
Mark Hodgeson, resides here. He is tne evening uuun.
the news.
seventy-fiv- e
years of age and very
Pro-prlet-

six-roo- m

Ad-dre- ss

m

er
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PERSONAL-

-

HOUSEHOLD

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

LOANS.

W. M. SHEKXDAX, M.

Prof. D. T. MeDousral. the well
known botanist in charge of the Car
negie experimental station at Tucson
contemplates securing a small area
for experimental purposes within the
San Francisco
mountains
national
forest, at an elevation of 10.000 feet.
He proposes to ascertain whether or
not characteristics of certain plants
change when grown at different ele
vations. He Is now making tests at
elevations of six and eight thousand
feet.
The official figures of receipts for
the fiscal year ending June 20th
last have not as yet been received
for the Sun Francisco mountains national forest, but the total amount
received for grazing, timber
eales
products, will
forest
and other
$110,000,
approximately
reach
which will undoubtedly be the largest receipts for any one national forest In the United States.
Owing to the past three favorable
many
old
season b for ranching,
abandoned homestead claims, as well
as new park land, are being taken
up within the national forests under
the act of June 11. 1906, which law
permits of agricultural land being
homesteaded after examination and
listing In the local land office. The
examination of lands applied for is
being rapidly caught up.
Material Is being received for sixty miles of telephone line for the
Flagstaff
between
Forest Service,
and Camp Verde, which will conof
the Fan
half
southern
nect the
forFrancisco mountains national
est. It is to be hoped that this line
working
In
will be completed and
order by November. An addition to
this line is contemplated later, from
tiunp Verde, southeast to I'lne, a
distance of about forty miles.

IJfe Insurance.

cents you can now
insure yourself and family aguln
any bad results from an attack of
colic or diarrhoea during the sm-m- r
months. That is the price of a
bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, a medicine that has never been known to
fall. Buy it now, it may save life.
For sale by all druggists.
twenty-fiv-

e

fee hie.
Mrs.

George Shafer. wife of

the

chairman of the school board, has
gone for a visit
to Edwardsville,
III., her former home. She will be

ONE

FARE-R0UN-

TRIP

D

gone two months.
VIA
The American Fuel company has
recently
bought the
Clarksvtlle
Fnm CHICA60
From ST. LOUIS
Senator Clark. This
mines from
company now owns practically all
Tak
the mines in this section. The C larks- Take
vllle mine has its own electric plant.
'BIG FOUR ROUTE
company
will "LAKE
The American Fuel
SHORE"
enlarge the capacity of the present
plant at Clarksvtlle and will also put
From PEORIA Takt
Or
In an electrical plant at Gibson mines
power
Lake Erie & Western
and furnish electrical
and
CENTRAL
lighting for their entire system of MICHIGAN
Oi
mines.
'BIG FOUR ROUTE'
The Conference of Friends of the Tht Niagara Falls Koult ' "AMERICA'S GREATEST
RAILWAY SYSTEM
Indians which convened here
the
fifteenth of the month, closed last
night. About thirty missionary workers were in attendance.
The most
prominent workers
from
abroad
were, the Rev. K. Breen, of Chicago,
ACCOUNT OF MEETING
G.
Los
An
Mitchell,
of
and Rev. F.
geles, Cal.
Other speakers present
were. Uevs. John R. Gass, of Albu
thfe
querque,
Frank Reld, of Flagstaff,!
Ariz.. W. J. Black of Ft. Drfiance,
on
Tltkets
Sept.
sale
Good to Return to Sept. 17
Ariz. One of the objects of the meet- Kxtension to Oct. th secured by deposit and fee of $1
ng was the division of the Navajo
the
reservation amongst
various
Tickets Itoutcd via Our Linos will be accepted at your
missionary agencies so that
there
pleasure by the Koat Minn in either Direction, between
would be economy of management,
IKMroit, Toli-do- ,
Cleveland, and liufTulo. Also between
and to promote harmony and union
Albany and New York.
n the effort to convert the Nava-oSuratoga to New York or noston and
.
-- . ,
ratoga to New York or Jtoun and return to Al- - $0.00
TripS
Olae
l"'y
to prove merit.
I will mall you
$3.oo
samples of my Dr. Shoop's Restora- at Itattlo Crwk, Detroit, KuiduUy. WeMfk-Id- ,
and
Ive, and my Book on either Dyspep
t;olng
On
Messenger
Journey
Kan
to leave last
Btopover point not later than Sept.
sia, The Heart or The Kidneys.
Jouney 10 days within transit limit. inn.. On
Trouble of the Stomach, Heart or
Kidneys are merely symptoms of
deeper ailment.
Don't make the
and
common error of treating symptoms
nly. Symptom treatment la treating
Fare from C1UCAGO, $17.50; I1XH:I., $22.30; ST. LOUIS. $27.80.
your
ailment, and not
the result of
the cause. Weak Stomach nerves and
the Inside nerves mean Stomach
23.
weakness, always.
And the Heart,
Fare
from
CHICAGO. $24.
Fare from ST. LOUS, $27.
aad Kidneys as well, have their con
trolling or Inside nerves.
Weaken
Av. 6, JO, 20. 24; Sept. 10. 14. 24. 2&
these nerves, and you Inevitably have New England Resorts
weak vital organs.
Here is where
CHICAGO or KT. LOl'lti. One Fare Flu $2.00 for
from
Dr. Shoop's Restorative has made Its
Uie llonnil Trip.
fame. No other remedy even claims
to treat the "Inside nerves."
Also
DAILY UNTIL SEPT. 30, '07
for bloating, biliousness, bad breath
or complexion, use Dr. Shoop's Re- IVtun
CHICAGO or ST. IXH IS, One IVe Plus $2 00 for
toratlve.
Write me today for sam
tho Hound Trip.
ple and free Book. Dr. Shoop. Ra
cine. Wis. The Restorative is sold by
Any Uailrotu Ticket Agent will lie clad to give you full
11 dealers.
information uiul ticket ou la
o
One pint mineral water cures and
prevents constipation. Ask your gro- . . . . .. WAIUtKN J. LYNCH.
tr for it.
Traffic Muuuger,
:;
;;
CHICAGO.

SARATOGA, N. Y.. and Return

Grand Army

Republic

s.

Itc-tur-

rr,

'.

CHATAQUA

MONEY to LOAN

BREAD

Homeopathic rhyslclan and Snrgnon
Organs
Horses, Wagons and other Chattel
Occidental lite Building.
also on SALARIES AND 'WARS
French Bakery Co. 202 E, Central
Tcloplone, 886.
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as tow aa $11
and as high as $109. Loans art
quickly mad and strictly
private
n. l. irusT
Time: On month to on year given
Supplies Finishing for Amateurs. I
Goods remain In your
possession
loan Kodaks tree.
Our rates ars reasonable. Call an
riiysicinii
Surgeon
and
see na before borrowing.
THB HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
On thm Corner
Steamship tickets to and front a'
Itooms
& 7, N. T. Armljo Unllding.
The Leading Stationer.
parts of the world.
Rooms t and 4, Grant Blda.
10S4 West Railroad Ave,
DR.S. BHOXSOX & BROXSON
PRIVATE OFFICII 8.
Open Evenlnr.
IlomoopaUtlc rliysk-lanand Stir- CLAB8 8 HO KM A KEf?
TICKETS B0U6HT. SOLO
groiw. Over Vnnn's Img Store,
A NO REPAIRER
AND EXCHAN6ED
riionc, Office and lies., 628.
AsioQlatlan Offlet
ommmM
torn North rtrut
Ttaataetloaa
O.
A.
Dn.
FRAXK
Gaarantaao
and Surgeon.
ROSENFIEIU'S,
118 W. R.R.Ave RoomsPhysician
4 and 5 Harnett Building.
Ollice hours, 8 to 12, 2 to 5, and 7
TAILOR I
to 8 p. ni.
ATLAS EMPLOYMENT
New flirtcsla r nt
W. ECGEXE PItoms, M. D.
terlals: hand Boms 11n In h.nvn. 4K.
leading
BUREAU
shade for the coming season.
.
Snorfllllat- - TCto Caa n.1
N. T. Armljo Bnlldlng.
Late assistant to clialr of disease of
208 8. Bacond Btraet
eye, ear ana throat In Hospital
College of Medicine, Louls-vlll- c,
Wanted-- Ar
Once, Servant Girl
Ky.
Rooms 6 to 8, N. T. Armljo Building,
Saddle horses a specialty. Best
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS
drivers in the city. Proprietor of
DENTISTS
"Sadie," the plcnto wttoa,
FOR SALE.
BAMBROOK BROS.
Four room adobe lioune
BR. J. K. KRAFT
Phon SS6.
and alMiut an acre of
lis John Street
line frarden land, W.
Dental
Surgery.
Central avenue
$ 800
Rooms 3 and 8, Barnett Building,
Three room house, four
&
lots,
'orth Fourth
wjuciiy's irng store.
reet
1,000
Appointments made by mail,
tor the Next Ten Days
Three room house and
At Less Tlian Cost to Close Oat
an acre of land, three
riione 744.
miles north of town . .
400s
MTSS C. P. CRANE.
Millinery and
Three room honse, furEDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. S.
nished complete, two
North Second St.
good horses, spring
wagon and one acre
Office hours, g a. m. to 12:30 p. m
of land
00
1:30 to 5 p. m.
Six room house. West
New York avenue... 2,500
Appointments
mode by mall.
Stamping Bone to Order.
Six room honse, West
Materials for
306 West Central Ave.' Thone 456.
Marquette avenue . . . 1,800
FOK KENT.
Six
room brick hottae,
LAWYERS
bath,
cellar,
Fourth
Mrs. M. C. Wilson
224 W. Gold
wan!
$20.00
Apartments in Hope flat,
R,
D.
W.
BRYAN
two to six rooms, modern conveniences, $10 to 20.00
Attorney at Law.
Four room brick lionxe,
bath, cellar, Fourth ward 23.00
Seven room brick house,
Omce, First National Bank Building,
modern, furnished or unfurnished, clone In.
Alubquerque, N. M.
with Raube and Mauger
Three rooms for lighthouse- Offlee, 113 North First 8a.
kecpinjr, clone In
15.00
ALBUQUERQUE. If. M.
Five room house, South
E. W. DOBSON
Second street
15.00
Five room frame,
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
First
Attorney at Law.
ward . .
20.00
On

Furniture,

Pianos,

Look for the Label

Eastman Kodaks

ir.

HAWLEY

P. Matteucci

s

ri8T

R.R.

front,
L. C. CIELITZ

rn..i. u.

Highland Livery

MILLINERY
Trimmed

"

FANCY DRY GOODS

IA NCY

W. E,

BOSTON

RETURN

A. Montoya
215 West

SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.

Alubquerque, N. M.

Gold ive.

Horses

tr

When you want to buy, sell,
rent or exchange

Keep busy until you find

INSURANCE

Star Furniture Co.

LINES

PUli--

Sun

408 Watt Railroad

Avnaa

STREET

Meat Market

MISCELLANEOUS

All Kinds of Frexh and Bait Mm

bteam Saosage Factory.
WILLIAM WALIiACE M'CLI.'LLAN Basnnln EM I L KMKVnnilT
Rulldlna. North Tl.:
Justice of the Peace. Preclnc-- t
No. 12. Notary Public.
THORNTON & CO.
Collections.
EXPERT HOISE CLEANERS.
Office 221 Xorth Second Street.
121 N. 3rd St.
RejJdence 723 North Fourth Street,
.. . . ...i
...
Stove rcnnJrlno" tw.l
. M.
Alubquerque,
I"- il.l
n.Ni
ting up a
We hire only
l,..i
tlie moNt- exiMTli'iirwl
in v u. v
,
-...
THOS. K. D. MADDISON
pre(w line.
Phone, Office 460. :: Res. 620.
Notary inihlie.
-

--

-

NHS-uUt-

--

BORDERS,

OHice with W. H. Hinders,
117 WeM. Gold Avenue.

PI LPC

It
Srt

I'AI?TT

Five Years.

TOTI at ORAD I
Secretary Mutual Building Association
Dealers in Qreceries, Proviilons. Baa,
217 We
Central Avenue.
vi mm ana r uei.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
M. L. SC1IUTT
iiu jigara Place jrour orders fr
tals line with us.
Real Estate and Lrmna.
NORTH TH "?.D trt.
Asent for the Travelers Insurance
Comiutny, lini-iforConn., Life and
Accnniis. 'me strongest
oomiiony
THIRD
writing accident insurance
in Uie
world.
219 South Second Strcct.
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Fire Insurance.

"As pleasant to tb taste
as Mapl Sugar"

ut

,CT,r

nuuai
iu nuur
Stops
Leaks, Last

E. WALKER

A.

COITI klU 3 H05EY AITD TAR
RaHtTM Coldt br worktn them out ef
ths system thouuh a copious aad htalthv
acttan ofHhi bowala.
y cleansing; the
Ftlievsi Cough
mucoat membranes of the throat, chest
bronchial
tubes.
and

HONEYS

utu
Thos. F. Keleher
DEVnna mranv nnn

Rooms 12 and 11, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, X. M. Phone 136.

NOTICE FOlt PIULICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Of- nce at jsanta re, is. M.
Aurust 19. 1907.
Notice in hereby given that L)esl- uerio caraDajal, of Atrlsco, if. M.,
has filed notice of his intention
to
make final five year proof in suddoM
oi nia ciaim. viz: Homestead Entry
No. 7260, made September 29, 1902,
for the E H NB U, E Vi SE hi. Section 30, Township 11 N, Ilange 2 W.,
and that said proof will be made before V. II. H. Otero, U. S. court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
October 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence uu- on. and cultivation of, the land, via:
Juan liara y Anoya, Itornulo Chav
ez, Juan Caalas, Donaclano Tapia, all
oi Airisco, IN. M.
MANUEL P.. OTERO,
Register.

For BACKACHE-WE- AK
BUddar
BiWltt'i KJdna;

is

Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
Public.

New Mexico

Children Like

Ex-

THE OLDEST MILL
THE CITY.
sasn, door, frame.
""a,
ZZ.iTZ?"
"rk.
4M
-- leiepnone 403.
"

'

B. A. SLEVSTER

Gold Ave.

Albuquerque

Mules Bought and
changed.

Don't Forget The

Household Goods

214 W.

and

'

IRA M. BOND
BEST TOtJRNOUTS IN THE CITT
Attorney at Law.
Second Street, between Railroad an?
Pennons, Land I'aierts, Copyrights,
ATSUUI.
Caveats, Letter Bateau, Trade
Marks, Claims.
32 F. street, N. M. Washington, D. C,
ALBUQUERQUE PUKING
MILL

Z&$

NEW YORK CENTRAL

MAUGER

LTVERY,

Office Cromwell Block,

Kennedy's
Laxative
V0'24.'24' Cough Syrup

CANADIAN RESORTS

WORK

IVOOL

lU-tur- a

RETURN

CARDS

BUTTERNUT

.

ten-doll- ar

Guards John A. Zwemer and A.
8. Ruth, of the Black Mesa national forest, have been promoted In sal
ary rrom 60 to 75.
The Greenlaw Lumber
Company
or
nas been delayed In
putting a full force of men Into the
woods on their purchase of ninety
million feet of lumber from the government, on account of strikes delaying machinery and oil engines for
their logging road. They have five
years in, which to remove the tlm
ber.

For

CITIZEN.

CLA

NOT FOREST

Nothing Shoddy For Silver Supervisor Breen Declares
smiths and Blanket
Statements Made In
Weavers.
Phoenix are Untrue.

EVENING

14rrt

r- -

r

li.....'t t

n.l'il.

Ta..'--

.

i

to.v

.,

F. W. SI'HXCER
Arnlilteet.
Rooms 46 and 47, Burnett Building;
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone 653.

ALBUQUERQUE

PACE RIGITT.

Arthur J. Xeit left last night for
c ar mm, Mi).
Carl H'llm.in hns rpturne.l from
an cxtemiert slay at Ulsbee, Arir..
Mrs. W. n. Walton, Of Silver
registered at the Alvarado this morn-lii-

Low Shoes

g.

We want to close out Every Pair of our Summer Shoes
before the 1st of September in order to opan the fall season
with a perfectly new stock.
There are still several months of hot weather ahead of

Men's Canvas Oxfords, $1.50,
Men's Vici Kid Oxfords, 2.50,
Men's Velour Calf Oxford s,3. 50,
Men's Patent Colt Oxfords, 4.00,
Women's Canvas Oxfords,
Women's Canvas
Oxfords,
Women's Vici Kid Oxfords,
Women's Vici Kid Oxfords,
Women's Patent Kid Oxfords,

Reduced to

$1.20
1.95
3.15

$1.50, Reduced to $1.15

"
"
"

2.00,
2.50,
3.00,
3.50,

1.50
1.95

I

2.35
2.85

t

j

Our New York Buyer has picked up some special

&

.

If in Need of Fixtures
Call on

4

I

Reliance Electric Co. 1
Cor. 5th St and Central Ave.

4

We Have the Largest Stock of

I

All high grade goods sizes 3 to 19 years, both plain and
bloomer styles These pants were made from short ends of all
wool suitings and include all wool cheviots, worsteds, blue and
black serges, Thibets, etc. Whilo they are worth $ 1 .00 to $ 1 .75
we will let them go for

75 CENTS

A PAIR

An inspection of these goodj will show at a glance that they
are a real bargain We also show a complete line of school suits.
Call and see them. Some of them have two pairs of pants-w- ell
made good material

$4.00 AND $5.00 PER SUIT
We also have received a complete Ha9 of boys' shirts shoes,
accessories-A- ll
displayed in our

hose, waists, ties and other
big window.

Nice Hardwood Rulers Free for the Asking.
STERN--.

rriiinrtrtiirrit
t
i

SIMON
THE RAILROAD A VENUE

CLOTHIER

tMTIfluMIirili

THE WAGNER
321-32-

Plumbers

HARDWARE
W. Central

3

GO.

Tinners

Avenus

You

Every

S

I

COAL

CHAMPION

Grocery Co.

Shelled Nuts

Fresh Meats
Staple and Fancy
Groceries

Fresh Shelled Pecans,
Walnuts and Almonds

Just

FOR CASH ONLY

American Block per ton
Ccrrilloa Lump
Anthracite Nnt
Anthracite Mixed
Anthracite, furnace ataes
Clean Gaa Coke
Smithing Coal.

Seasonable

Fruits and

MONARCH GROCERY CO.

Vegetables

Given
Phone 5

W.TiJeras

Home

I

Glasses Consult us.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
Opticians

Exclusive

10 South Second St.

1

1

Lense Grinding Done on Premises

::

cor

to morality.

No worry Light
expense Good results. A car
load of them on the way. Come in

JEWELER

EVERY THING

IIO

IN THE JEWELRY LINE

South
Second

FINE WATCH RERAIftINQ

1

Palace

RAILROAD

Diamond, Watch en, Jewelry, Cut Glass. Clocks, Sllfcrwure.
your trade and guarantee A 6QCAHH DEAL.

GOME

ON

AVE
We

tnrlte

WATER
COOLERS

222CS

BOYS. THEY

ARE

k
p

MEAT

WI-ilTISlE-

ft-'- :

1

I

COMPANY

Retail

IIer-ci-we- f

:

MINE AND MILL

HOME C0ME0RT

SUPPLIES

and

A Pair of Patented Stilts
Will be given absolutely free with boys' merchandise amounting to $10.00. Save your sales' tickets and when you have Ten Dollars Worth of
tickets, a pair will be given to you.
New Suits for boys are arriving daily, $3.50 to

Every Thing in the
Meat Line First Class in
Quality
Best Prices Possible

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
122 South Second 119 West Cold

m

m

M

Your Patronage Is Solicited
and Courteous Treatment
..
Assured, o
li

xxxxirxxxuxixixiiiinxnx

and

IMPLEMENTS

NATIONAL

WAGONS

STEEL RANGES

COOK STOVES
HEATING

ENAMEL
H

&

MILLER

$6.50.

I

Y

WholeHale fin

MARKET

H. B. Wallenhorst, Prop.
207 West Gold
Phone 601

LAWN
MOWERS

None Better

UNION

We want to sell your parents the Suit, Shoes,
Hat, Waists and Underwear for school which begins September 3.

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers

xixxxxxxixxxxixttittxxxxzz

FREE

NORTH FIRST STREET

TREE PRUNERS

First Class Groceries and Meats
323 South Second Phone 791
I

W. H. HAHN & GO.

Refrigerators. Gat den Hose. Garden Tools

THE

Diamond

s.S

Between Railroad and Ccppir Ave., Tel. 74

L0MM0R1 & COMPANY

EVERITT

$2.50

mAAISS & EMM QJ!EI3 1
115-11- 7

A Majestic Range is conducive

V.50

fl.00

LCSEBEB MU.L WOOD.

Factory

Matteucci Brothers
622-2- 4

......

$6.50
e.50
8.50
9.00

WOOD

in.

When you desire Absoluts
Comfort In Rroperly ntted

STOVE

Bar-

PAIRS Or KNEE PANTS

SOO

t

Fixtures Ever Seen in the City

22, 1907.

gains in Boys' Clothing and Furnishing goods and the
goods have arrived here just in time for school opening
We have placed on sale

j

.

AUGUST

BOYS' CLOTHING

."

2.75

TIIlTlSDAr,

e.

Fred Homero. a well known sheep
of 1'eralta, Is In the city on
usiness.
Novelty iarrel race at skating rink
(might.
Admiwlon Including skate.
25c. Indies free.
Simon Neustadt, postmaster
and
general merchant at lyis I,unns, Is a
business visitor In the city.
Miss Ella Haines, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Kdward Haines, Is In Santa
Fe. the guest of Miss S. Solomon.
Mlxs May Allen, n hello girl for
the Colorado Telephone company. Is
now taking a two weeks' vacati.m.
Miss Josephine Mordy left
this
morning for Milwaukee, Wis., where
she will spend the winter going to
school and visiting friends.
T. '. Funly. local station ogent for
the Santa Fe. arrived this morning
lrom Texas, where he was called a
week iigo to testify In a law suit
Bsalusc the railroad.
Mrs. J. H. Gunther, of 524 John
street, left this morning on a visit
to relutives at La Crosae. Wis., her
old home. Mrs. Gunther expects to
be absent front the city until
the
latter part of October.
Kev. W. I). Clayton left last night
for Los Angeles to Join his son, W,
Moore Clayton, and make his future
home In the city of the Angeles. Mr. '
W. M. Clayton is In the real estate
JUST OPENED
business In Los Angeles.
'
Mrs.
William Bryce, of South
Edith street, Is enjoying a visit from ' Owen Dlnsdale,
former proprietor
her sister Mrs. M. A. Lang, and of the Grand Central
hotel, has takniece, Miss Florence Lang, who aren
charge
Majestic
house, and
of
the
rived lant evening from California.
after a complete remodeling, opens It
ine Jiangs reside at Alma, Kan.
the public under the name of the
The Reliance Electric and Con- to
Everything
In the
Hotel Palace.
struction company. Fifth street and house
Is new, and first class In every
West Central
avenue,
has been particular. Including
lights,
awarded tho contract to set up fifty bath, and all modern electric
t'ectric Pabst beer signs In Albu- Mr. Dlnsdale is an old conveniences.
experand
querque, Harelas and old town.
ienced hand In hotel business, and
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Tracy, who we bespeak for him the success
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. that his latest enterprise deserves.
205 SOCTII FIRST.
D. McFarren, of B17 West Gold avenue, left this morning for their home
at Bramen, Oklahoma. Mr. Tracy
and Mrs. McFarren are brother and
FOR S.VI.K One of tho fine
sU)ter.
combination driving and rid- liiC liorsos in New Mexico. Mis- Rev. John R. Gass and Dr. H. C.
nourt broil. hIx years old. Can lie
Thomson, of this city and Rev. M.
svn until Friday nt Goffs'
Malheson. of Socorro, arrived here
Shop, Copper nvc- this morning from McKlnley county, ' Blacksmith
tine Tho prleo Is $275. This
v. here a conference of mission teachhorse la suitable for a physician
ers was held tbe early part of the
or anyone who appreciates lino S
Atek.
S
horse (lend.
United
Attorney
States
W.
o
H. II. Llewellyn passed through the
city this morning en route to Santa Chamberlain's
Colic,
Cholera and
Fe, where he goes to attend supreme
Diarrhoea Remedy. Better
court, which meets there on Monday.
Than Three Doctor
The major Bald that a heavy rain has
fallen all over southern New Mexico
"Three yew ago we had three
the past few days.
doctors with our little boy and everything that they could do seemed In
Prof. W. P. Sterling, superintend- vain.
last when all hope seemed
ent of the Albuquerque city school., to be At
gone we began using Chamwas Joined today by his wife and
Colic,
berlain's
Cholera and Diardaughter, who arrived on the limited
Remedy and In a few hours he
from Lansing, Mich. Mr. and Mrs. rhoea
began to Improve. Today he Is as
Sterling will reside at 313 West Lead healthy
a child as parents wish for."
avenue In the W. T. McCrelght resiMrs. B. J. Johnston,- - Linton, Miss.
dence.
For sale by all druggists.
Mrs. Anna Baldwin, ot Engle, N.
Xi., pr.fwed through the
Buy a pair of our stylish low shoes
city this
morning en route to Pueblo, Colo., Instead of trying 'to get through the
where she is called on business. Mrs. balance of the summer with your old
Baldwin Is one of the most wonder- ones. We are closing out our sumful business women of New Mexico. mer shoes and the prices we quote
She was widowed seven years ago are hut Insignificant compared with
Viy her husband falling Into a well and the comfort
and satisfaction theyj
being Instantly killed. She Is the
owner of a large number of cattle Central avenue.

nlser
t

us during wh'ch you will have to wear low shot s to keep
your feet cool and it will certainly pay you to take advantage of our reduced prices.

nd horses grazing On the Horonaila
and contracts personally
a large merchandise business at
she is also postmistress of the
place.
Miss Adah
Diilbrlck.
the well
known kindergarten teacher, has returned to the city from a visit of five
necks
duration east. She visited at
)
nana. Neb., and various points In
Wisconsin. Miss phllhrlck had the
trl'f'irtune a couple of months ago
to lone a sister, who was killed by
a Santa Fe train at Gallup.
C. E. Newcomer, who recently resigned as bookkeeper nt the territorial penitentiary, to accept a deputy-shi- p
under UtPl states Marshal C.
M. Foraker, arrived In the city last
night and will take up the duties of
his new ofllce at once.
Mr. New
comer has a large number of friends
In Albuquerque who welcome his return.
W. Babbitt, of Babbitt Bros., one
of the largest mercantile companies
in Arizona, owning stores at Flagstaff and Wlnslow, was an Albuquerque Visitor yesterday. Babbitt Bros,
also own a large number of sheep In
Arizona. A Flagstaff man Is quoted
as saying that lie one time asked a
sheep grazing on the San Francisco
forest reserve who owned It and It
answered, "Ba-blttHerman Schweitzer, of the Alva-ra- d
curio rooms, returned to the city
last night from an extended visit
west, north and east. Mr. Schweitzer left Albuquerque two months ago
and went to Los Angeles. From
there he circled around to the north
and ended up In New York. Mr.
Schwelzter was appointed on several
of the committees on arrangement
for the Montezuma ball and his return will be welcomed home by
Manager O'Rlelly, of the Montezuma
ball.
Kn-gl-

PA K A O R A P II S

On

CITIZEN.

del Nerte.

PERSONAL

Price Reduction

EtENINQ

fc

STOVES

and

PLUMBERS

mm

SHEET METAL
WORKERS

and

TINWARE

113-115-11-

7

and

AMMUNITION

SOUTH

r.RST STREET

AND

401-40-

3

NORTH

PIRST STREET

